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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHOD OF THE S'i'UDY 
Introduction. This study is intended to present facts to show the status 
of all the courses in bookkeeping in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools with 
regard to t~e extent of offerings, the grade placement, and the extent of offerings 
compared to the offerings of typewriting, business law, general business, and 
business English. 
"Having seen what lessons can be learned from studying past conditions and 
events, people now demand information about present acti vi ti.es ·while that inf or-
mation can still be used to guide them in formulat~ng policies and working out 
plans for development in the immediate future.ul An investigation of the 11Thesis 
Card Index 11 file in the reference room of the .:,Jain Library, Oklahoma A. and 14. 
College, and the University .Qf. Oklahoma Bulletin for 1947, 2 indicated that no 
recent studies had been made concerning the status and trends of the course in 
bookkee-c,ing in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools. 
The Division of Secondary Education of the Oklahoma State Denart~ent of 
Education p11bli.shes two m.L;1eographed bulletins which are helpful in establishing 
the outco1'lPS desired by the State Accredi t:i ng a.gency: Syllabus for ~ 'reaching 
.Qf. Bookkeeping and Guiding Princh:iles Q£ Business F,ducation. The Official List 
.Qf all Textbooks lQr ~in~ Public Schools Qf. Oklahoma, published for the 
school year 1950-1951, lists five textbooks as approved by the State for the 
-presentation of bookkeeping:J 
1 Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, Douglas&. Scates,~ Methodology Qf. Educa-
tional Research, p. 287. 
2 University of Oklahoma Bulletin, "Abstracts of Theses, 11 Office of Pub-
lications, University of Oklahoma Press, ~arm.an, Oklahoma, ~ay 15, 1947 • 
.3 Official~ .Qf ill Textbooks, State Board of Educatior., Oklaho:na. City, 
Oklahoma, 19 50. 
1. Carlson, Paul A.; Prickett, Alva Leroy; and Forkner, Hamden L.; 
Twenti eth Century Bookkeeping and Accounting, 19th Edition, 
South- Western Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 1947 (First year). 
2. Carlson, Paul A. ; Prickett, Alva Leroy; and Forkner, Hamden L.; 
Twentieth Century Bookkeeping !m.9. Accounting, 18th Edition, 
South-Western Publi shing Co. , Cincinnati , Ohio (Second year) . 
J . Zelliot, Ernest A. ; Leidner, Walter E.; Zelliot- Leidner Bookkeeping, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1947. 
4. Altholz, Nathaniel; and Lile, Alfred; Bookkeeping 1n Everyday~, 
Lyons and Carnahan, Chicago, 1938. 
5. Freeman, M. Herbert; Goodfellow, Raymond C.; Hanna, J . Marshall; 
Practical Bookkeeping l2.!: Secretaries and General Office Workers, 
Gregg Publishing Co., New York, 1943. 
It is considered unnecessary to revi ew the contents of these publications 
i n order to evaluate the present status and trends of the course in bookkeeping 
in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools, si nce it is assumed that most of 
the schools represented in this study adhere to the program suggested by the 
State Department of Education. 
N.2fil! l2.!: lli Study. It has been said that "from the founding of the first 
2 
business school in the United States, almost to the present day, the bookkeepi ng 
course has been the backbone of commercial education. 114 If this statement is 
still true today, an examination of the extent of offerings in the course in 
bookkeeping should give an indication of trends within the entire business cur-
riculum. Since the preceding statement was made in 1929, it is possible that 
bookkeeping no longer holds the prominent position previously given to it. As 
4 A. Hugh Sproul, "Bookkeeping and Accounting," Commercial Education 1n 
Secondary Schools. Edited by Kitson, 1929, Ginn and Co~oany, Beston, p . 40. 
3 
there has not been a recent study of the course in bookkeeping, nor of the busi-
ness curriculum that includes bookkeeping, in Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools, it is believed that a study determining the status and recent trends of 
the course in bookkeeping will be helpful. 
Information obtained from this study should be helpful to the administra-
tors, teachers, and future teachers of Oklahoma in planning their school programs 
and in preparing for a part in these programs. 
The data compiled should be helpful to the State Department of Education in 
establishing courses of study for the business curriculum by presenting informa-
tion showing the status and trends of the course in bookkeeping and its relative 
position in the business curriculum in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools . 
Purpose. It is the purpose of this study to determine, from official records 
kept on file by the Division of Secondary Education of the State Department of 
Education, the status of all the courses in bookkeeping as related to other busi-
ness subjects in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools and to present facts for 
each five-year interval since 1935 in order to reveal the trends of all the 
courses in bookkeeping in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools from 1935 to 
1950. 
The data were gathered in an attempt to answer the following questions 
pertaining to courses in bookke~ping in the Oklahoma accredited senicr high 
schools for the school years 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 1950-1951: 
1. How many of the Oklahoma accredited se~ior high schools have offered 
a course or courses in bookkeeping during each of the years selected 
for study? 
2. How many of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools received 
accreditation units for a course or courses in bookkeeping? 
3. How many of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that received 
4 
accreditation units for a course or courses in bookkeeping are members 
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary schools? 
4. How many of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that received 
accreditation units for a course or courses in bookkeeping are white 
schools? Negro schools? 
5. What types of school organization plans do the Oklahoma accredited 
senior high schools follow? 
6. How many of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that offered 
bookkeeping follow each type of organization plan? 
7. For how many units are the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools 
that offer bookkeeping accredited? 
8. How many pupils in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools take the 
business subjects of bookkeeping, typewriting, business law, general 
business, and business English? 
9. What is the size of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools in 
terms of enrollment figures? 
10. What is the size, in tenns of enrollment figures, of Oklahoma accre-
dited senior high schools that offer bookkeeping? 
11. At which grade levels are courses in bookkeeping offered in the Okla-
homa accredited senior high schools? 
12. How many units of bookkeeping are Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools accredited for in comparison with accreditation units for 
typewriting, business law, general business, and business English? 
Definition Qf. ~. The following terms are defined as used throughout 
this study: 
1. Bookkeeping. "Bookkeeping is the systematic procedure of gathering, 
checking, classifying, arranging, and permanently recording information 
that affects a particular business unit. 115 
2. Course. "A course is the amount, kind, and arrangement of subject-
matter of instruction offered in any high school during a definite 
period of time 1 and for which high school credit is allowed . ,h 
3. Curriculum. "A curriculum is any systematic arrangement of subjects 
extending through a period of years, and planned for any parti cular 
group of pupils. ,,7 
4. Junior High School. ttA standard junior high school is a three-year 
organization of grades seven,. eight and nine. However, an organiza-
tion of an_y two consecutive grades of t hese three may be considered 
a junior high schoo1.u8 
5. North Central High School,. 11A North Central High School is one which 
meets all the standards and regulations for accrediting prescribed 
by the State Department of Education, and, i n addition, the policies, 
regulatil'llls, and criteria of the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools . 119 
6. Accredited high school. Any high school whose Application for Accre-
diting form was approved by an inspector of the Division of Secondary 
Education of the State Department of Education and filed by that 
department. 
5 
5 Syllabus f2I the Teaching £C. Bookkeeping, Division of Secondary Education, 
State Department of Public Instruction, p. 1. 
6 Annual High School Bulletin, Bulletin No. 112-Y, Division of Secondary 
Education, Oklahoma State Department of Education, June 30, 1950, p . 47 . 
~· 
7 Ibifl., p . 47 . 
8 Ibid., p. 47. 
9 IJ2i.g., P• 47. 
6 
7. Senior high school . "The upper part of a divided reorganized secondary 
school, comprising usually grades ten to twelve inclusive, or nine to 
twelve, inclusive. 11 0 
8. ~ ~ - "A measure of educational maturity stated in terms of 
the school grade attained by an individual pupil or a group of pupils 
at a given time. ,~ll 
9 . Secondary school organizat ion plan. "Any plan followed in assigning 
school grades to the secondary sdhool administration unit, such as the 
8-4 plan or the 6-.3-.3 plan. nl2 
10. School year . "The standard school year for unqualifiedly recommended 
and fully accredited high schools shall consist of thirty-six weeks of 
five days each, which shall be maintained both in the elementary grades 
and in high school. A term of 180 days is required of each accredited 
school of which five days may be used for professional meetings. 1113 
11. !!.Di!• "A unit is defined as a course covering an a~ademic year that 
shall include a minimum of five forty-five minute recitation periods 
per week for thirty-six weeks. 1114 
12. Accreditation units . Any unit approved by an inspector of the Division 
of Secondary Education of the State Department of E.ducation, entered 
on the Ap lication for Accrediting form as being offered either in the 
current year or the previous year. 
10 Carter V. Good, Dictionary 2f. Education, p. '367. 
11 l,Q!g., P• 188. 
12 lli.g., p. 283. 
13 Annual High School Bulletin, .212 • ill•, p. 11. 
14 Ihl.g., P • 14. 
7 
Scope and Delimitation. All Oklahoma senior high schools for which the 
Division of Secondary Education of the Oklahoma State Department of F.ducation had 
on file an Application for Accrediting form approved by an inspector of the 
accrediting board for the school years 1935-19.36, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 1950-
1951 were included in this study. 
The fifteen-year period beginning with the school year 1935-19.36 was 
selected as an adequate pericd of time to indicate any existing trends. Five-
year intervals were selected to present an equal number of odd and even numbered 
years, since, according to the Annual High School Bulletin, bookkeeping should 
be offered as an elective during even years.1 5 This study presents data to show 
the number of schools alternating the course in bookkeeping. The school year 
1935-1936 was a year between the depression and the industrial boom created by 
World War II. The school year 1940-1941 was just prior to the war boom. The 
school year 1945-1946 crone immediately after the fighting had stopped, and before 
the war-time industrial activity had been reconverted to peacetime pursuits. The 
school year 1950-1951 represents the current unsettled times of the industrial 
scheme, as industry remains active in an attempt to combine peacetime activities 
with war-time production. The use of eventful years in the industrial organiza-
tion of the country to indicate trends in business education is made in the belief 
that industrial activity and the extent of business education offerings are 
related. 
Data for only the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools have been tabu-
lated in this study. A business education program is usually not offered until 
the pupil reaches the senior high school. The senior high school is usually 
considered as grades nine to twelve, inclusive, or ten to twelve inclusive, 
15 Annual High School Bulletin, .Qn• ill•, p. 28 . 
8 
according to the type of organization plan. The findings of this study do not 
include data for all four years preceding high school graduation, but include 
data for four years in some high schools and for three in others, depending upon 
the plan of high school organization. 
This study was further limited to the data that could be secured from the 
official records, reports, and publications of the Oklahoma State Department of 
Education. An investigation proved that the office of the Director of the Div-
ision of Secondary Education, located in the State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Okla-
ho.ma, contained records and files with all of the information necessary for the 
purpose of this study. 
No attempt was made to contact individual schools or teachers. The aims, 
objectives, and methods of presenting the course were not examined. 
Sources .Qf Data. The Division of Secondary Education of the Department of 
Education maintains in the State Capitol in Oklahoma City a complete file of all 
the "Application for Accreditation" forms which must be submitted annually on or 
before November 15 before the school shall be considered for accreditation.16 
These files are available for examination by any person in the state. 
The "Application for Accreditation" forms are certified to be complete and 
correct by the superintendent or principal of the individual high schools before 
being submitted to the State Department of Education. The forms are utilized by 
the Division of Secondary Education as one of the bases for accrediting the 
applying high schools. 
Method of §tudy. The normative-survey method of research was employed. 
,. 
"Normative-survey research is directed toward ascertaining the prevailing condi-
tions. It seeks to answer the question, 'What are the real facts with regard to 
16 Ibid., p . 6. 
9 
existing conditions?'"l7 
In order to gather data to determine the trends and status of the course 
in bookkeeping in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools, a list of questions 
was composed, the answers to which should indicate the trends. An examination 
of the ''Application for Accreditj ngn form, included in the .Appendix as Appendix A, 
indicated that the questions could be answered through use of these forms. The 
questions were slightly revised and placed in the order in which the information 
would be found on the "Application for Accrediting" form. A mimeographed data 
sheet, a copy of which is included in the Appendix as Appendix B, was prepared 
from the list of questions. 
An interview with Miss Kathleen Reed, secretary to Mr. Standifer Keas, 
Di~ector of the Division of Secondary Education, revealed that the only source 
of answers to the questions on the data sheet was the "Application for Accre-
ditingn form and that none of the data needed for this study had been compiled. 
A data sheet was completed for every "Application for Accreditingn form that was 
on file for each of the four school years 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 
1950-1951. 
Two International Business Machines punch cards were punched for each data 
sheet, one card for the years 1935-1936 and 1940-1941, and another card for the 
years 1945-1946 and 1950-1951. The 1935-19.36/1940-1941 card wa~ designated by an 
nx 11 punch, and the data contained in the data sheet were punched into the card 
according to the master key, a copy of -w:bich is included in the Appendix as Appen-
dix C. Each data sheet 'Was given a number from 1 to 948, the total, and the same 
' number was punched into the I. B. M. card that contained the information given 
on that data sheet so that a check could later be made to ascertain the accuracy 
17 Good, Barr, and Scates,~. £11. 
of the punching of the I. B. M. cards by checking them t.dth the data sheets. 
After the cards were punched, it was determined that most of the information 
desired could be tabulated by counting specific cards, ~hieh could be accomp-
lished most rapidly by an International. Business Aachines sorter. Som.e of the 
data, however, were obtained by using the International Business Machine, Type 
405. The accuracy of the punched cards was established by proof-running the 
10 
cards through the 405 and listing each nosition punched in each card, and checking 
the resulting tabulation with the rough punching for:11. 
'.l'he information was then summarized into tiH,mty-one tables that a.re incor-
porated into Chapter III of this study. 
Chapter II presents the historlcd development of' bookkeeping and its rela-
tion to tho business educe.tion eurriculu.'U in the Uni.tea States and the State of 
Oklahoma. Chapter III presents the findings of this study. Chapter IV pz~sents 
a summary of the findings., and the conelusions and recom'Dendations reached by 
the writer of this study. 
CHAP'lEH II 
DEVRLOP\;fii;J;JT OF BOOKKE~~PING IN THE 
BDSL\iK38 cumnCULUM 
11 
jJ;§.rlJ!: Devel9HI~· 1'he science of keeping books is as old as history it-
self, for some of our earliest historical records found in the i,fosopotamian 
Valley were the books of the firm of Egibi, which was engaged in banking there 
;.?,600 years beJfore the birth of Christ..1 There is evidence that wherevGl' any 
commeree was, there also was a system f:·,-, lrneping books. Andruss says: 
t,1odern comr,,_erce, hoHetr-er, dates frmn the years im,aediately before 
the discovery of America; and ue must look to the gr0)at city-states of 
the Italian peninsula for a higher development of the 1.sealth of the 
1-1orld.... !, rmmentous irmortation w11cs made whon some one brought t},e 
Ara.bic syste:'.l of numbering out of the Ea:3t; it nnvod the t)ay for the 
la.bo:rs of 1:i1:ra Luca Paciol:i. antJ the invention of the syste11J of double-
~ bok" . ? en,,ry o Keeping.,~ 
~arly ~lomnen't in America. '1.'he first public school in Ail'J.ericcJ 1 the 
Latin gramn1ar school in Boston, wae; founded in 1635,3 and offered in its curri.c-
ruu.m r,emnanshtp, arithmetic, and 11car;:ting accounts. n4 The Latin gram,no.r school, 
however, was narrmr1 and limited :ir.i outlook and ws..s therefore supnlimte(~ by the 
academy. The first, ac::tdErny u:ss estriblir,hed in Ph:i.ladelphin in 175]. by Benja,nin 
Franklin~ 5 'I'he academy was suoported by private ,neans and had to be for the 
most part self supporting. As Tonne says: 11The academy had to me.intain the 
interests of its students; consequently, any subject lJas taught tba t might 
1 IllJ.rvey A. 1',.ndrus0, ~ to I~.£.Qh §oolfkeenini;:: fil1Q. Ag99µ11ting, South-l·:es-tern 
Publishing Cm~ioimy, 1943, n. 2. 
2 Illld ... , P~ 3. 
3 lhibray Ao Douglo.;'3s, }fodt;:rn ~_ontfaJJ,: ~du~rrti.Qn, IIouehton Hifflin Company, 
193t~, pii (i 
5 Douglass 1 .212• ill•, p •. 209. 
fi.ttract them .••• (including) ••• bookkeeping. ,,6 Host of the early training in 
businesn education, however, wan usually accompl:i.~hed by an informal system 
of' apprenticeship training.? Finally, the need for a ttfree academy" induced 
the establish."'tent of Boston English High, the firot public high Dchool in the 
United States, in 1g21. 8 This school offered bookkeeping in its curriculwu. 9 
12 
l3eginning about 1880 the teaching of bookkeeping wal.'.l given increased 
prominence in both 1Jr:5.va.te and publ:i c schools •10 The expansion of business in 
the post Ci v:i.1 'W'o.r pcrl.od, and the perfection of the typeuri ter in the early 
18701s Here two prominent factors that induced more high schools to include 
a buoiness education department, patterned after the private business schooi.11 
According to Baker: "During the i'.)eriod covering the last heJ.f of the nineteenth 
century, t.he arrprenticeship method of training we.r. replaced by school training. 
While the study of bookhecn:>ing was regarded as educational, yet it was of nn 
educatiomu and vocational nature. ul2 Brock found in her study that 1i1'he 
addi ti.on of the Department of Business Education to the National E-ducat,ion 
Association in 13931 accompanied by fl'. rapid growth of public high schools, stim-
ulated the development of commercial education on the secondary lcvci..nl3 
6 Herbert A. Tonne, Principle§ £Ji. Business .Education, The Gregg_ Publishing 
Company, 1947, n. 6. 
7 1J21£., P~ 6. 
9 Andruss, .2:Q• 5'..l~•, P• 5. 
10 ~lo lJ. Baker, A Histo:a: .Qf Bookkeeping Inotruction in ~ Uni t.ed States, 
!,fonogrn:ph Ilio. 215 1 South-Western P..1blishit1g Company, 1935, p. 5. 
11 Tonne, .Q.'Q• ill•, PP• 5-10. 
12 Th'iker, .Q:Q• .Q.;li., p. 11. 
13 Ethel Brock, A Histo.o; of Hiql! Schoo]. J3ookkeepin,r; Objectives., .',1onograph 
tio~ /...7, S01ith-l3este:m Publisl1.'ing Cornpuny, 1939, p. [:'. 
13 
Prior to the twentieth ce:ntury, bookkeeping uc.s being offered in the high schools 
to fill a. voc&tit,n.~1 necessity. At. the turn of the centu:ry there is evidence 
that the business curriculum. wan becoming a prominent part of .many high school 
programs, for :.11.A.ny educational values were being claimed for the courne in 
bookkeeping ell;. The following quotation from. Baker emphas:i.z es this point: 
Very few bixtbooks published since the beginning of the twentieth 
century st[,.to specific objectives as cle11rly as the textbooks publiohed 
in the nineteenth century, but they have been broadened to include all 
types of business information. In fact, this broadening proces£> was in 
the e~irly po.rt of the twent.icth century extended to the point where 
booklreeping knowledge wao given secondary consideration in a book1rneping 
textbook9 In other words 1 the bookkeeping textbook of the early twen-
tieth century, like many of thoBo in the nineteenth century, contained 
info:rma.ticn now included in general business training, business arith-
metic, rapid calculation, comnercitl law, and buoinom2 E ... glish.15 
Twentieth Cen:tury Bookkeouing in Am.erica.. Shortly after the turn of the 
century and p1·io:r to Horld L•Jar I, there see:ms to have been a decline in the 
general business objectives of bookkeeping, and a trend toward the overlapr,ing 
of' bookkeeping and nccounti:ng.16 About tho time of World War l, corn::'lerc:lal 
em:."Ollment in the public high ochool '\18.0 mounting at t:n:1 ur,believa.bly rapid 
l''erte.17 Chart I ind:l.catos tho trend of' the budneg,JS curriculum for the twelve-
year period f:ro:iJ 1922 to 19.31.J.• In 193/+jj! the enrollment in typmvriting 1,m.s 
749,.315; in shorthand, 404,237; and in bookkeepi11g, i.:1~2,938.18 Fro:rn 1930 to 
1935, bookkeeping· obj ect:i. ves Here the subject of coneiderdble research. Recog-
n:ltion of' the fact that n co,!lnaro.ti vely srwl.J. nerce:ntage of bookkeeping stu-
dents actually beco,ne bookkeepers de·;1and<~d justification of the course. on 
14 Ibid., p .. 9. 
15 Br.Jtt1r, 212 .. !2119, P• 12. 
16 Broeki> ~- ill•, p .. 10. 
17 Tom10:t 92 .. £ile» P• 11. 
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gi~ounds other than that o.f job preparBtion.20 Shilt exa.m.ine&i in his study fou.r 
"values" of the bookkeeping course i vocri.tional, social, po:rao:t1.i11, and economic. 21 
Concerning current enroll.anent trendi1, Tonne makos thi3 obr::H~rvation: 
In spite of the tenmora1y increase in the birth rate (follbwi:ng 
l.forld We.r II), the elemente.ry scbool population in 1960 will probably be 
several millions less than it lmc. in 19.30; oven the hie;h Gchool may suffer 
a. considerable reduction. On the collegiate level the incroosed nropor-
tion of students contimd.r,r,, in school me.y moro than offset the rolativc 
population decrease. L, :) f, the effect of decreasing populB.tion is espec--
ially noticeable in the e.lt'i:mentary ::;chool, it is becocing oquru.ly zwt:•.oA-
able in the high school. This will be especially true a.o the seeondaey 
school tends to reach the saturation point when it will tnk'2' in 1a.ll f1tt,_-
dents of secondary school age. Thus, i-t ca:n lx: seen that cierlouB ;ndj .· L-
ments may have to be made in high school bu" ... e;,m education in the !lGit\ 
two decades in terms of enrollment trends.,::-··. 
With all of the educational -'lilii , . c.i.&1 va1Ufol8 inherenL in the business curricu-
lum, it is still basically vocational. From the otandpoint of enroll:nent, the 
business curricu.1:um is the -post important vocational di vision in the secondary 
sehooL.23 
The Qusines§ Curriculum !!! Oklahoma,, In 1924., El11s Hark Frost, Sr .. ex~;m-
ined com--nerc:ial education in the hi.gh schools of Oklahoma, and it iu .from this 
study thi-,t much of the early development of the business currlculwu in Oklahoma 
is learned.24 Earl Clevenger stated in bis study of 1931: 
The oldest bulletin of the State Department of Education setting 
uo stnndards in subjects offered by the .High Schools was publ1.shed as 
of June 1, 1920. Prior to th.at time the only record of that type (at 
least the only one now obtainable) t1as published by the University of 
Oklahoma and the oldest one there· dates back to 1916 and was .11erely a 
20 Brock )l op. cit. , p • 16. 
21 Be:rnnrd A. Shilt., ~ Contribut.io~ sf. )lQ.9kk~ppi_JJ_g ,I.mltr1;,i;;.!4.2.n iQ 
i1lodern Civilization, i,1onogra.p.h .N'o. 35, South-W1..:mtern Publishing Gor:qany, 1937 .. 
22 Tonne, !Ul• ~.!!·, pp. 260-261. 
2t~ Ellis Mark Frost, Sr., Commercial 1t;auc~:1.Qp in .:t11f L!igh .§£q.ools 9.f. ~ 
homa., UnpublishE!d Master's Thesis, Oklahoma A & :'1 College, 1924 .. 
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namphlet of' one large pae;e showing the amount of uork for which each 
of about 180 public high schools should be a.ccreditea.25 
Clevenger tabulated data for f'our d:i.fferent years ln his study: 1916, 1920, 
192{, and 19.31. The data for 1916 were [;athered from a one-pa:<, pa.mnhlet published 
by the University of Oklahoma, and the dat.a f'or 1920, 1924., a:r 1931 were gathered 
from the official r0cords hI ,,; State Department of Education. Clevenger also 
sent questionnaires to 53 schools in the year 1931, 38 of which are included in 
his study.26 A SU."rl.'1larh:ation of the findings C1.evenger 1s study of the official 
records, giving the number of schools off'erint; bookkeeping for each of' the four 
years tabuL.n,,;,,d, is presented in Schedule I: 
Accredited Horth Central lfon-Horth Cent.cal Worth Central 
high school1a Schools offering bk,Eg. 
' 
off,i:lring bkP£,• 
1g. unit 1 unit ,,J. unit 1 unit 
::( F II!. C. Q 
191627 181 16 51} 0 16 0 
192028 315 /-:,9 86 28 13 20 
19?.429 660 96 96 52 lfo record 
193130 886 109 13 64 i'Jo record 
Clevenger ste.ted: t1It is well to note the.t no school was accredited for more 
than one-,half unit in bookkeeping (for the year 1916), which means that only an 
explanatory cou:rse a.nd not a f'u.11 course for vocational purpos{,S i,;as offered. t,31 
25 Enrl Clevenger, Status of' Commercial F,ducetion ill Selected Higq Schools 
2f. Oklahoma, Unnublished I1rwter 1s Thesls, Oklahoma A & H College, 1931, p. 14. 
26 Ibid., 'P• 3. 
27 Ibid., P• 20,» 
28 112ig. j p. 2.1. 
29 Ibid., P• 22. 
JO Ibid., P• 22. 
31 .JJ:2i.£.' p. 20. 
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Clevenger noted the decrease in the number of r.::chools offering boolr.lteepi.ng, but 
observed that the decree,sa wai:. only among schooh1 offering one-htl.f unit of the 
course. In. 1931, fe'l:Ier students took bookkeeping than either shorthand or type-
wrl ting.32 Frost gathered dato. from the offici.al records of the State Department 
of Education for the year e11di:ng J'un0 1, 1923, and found that of 6/i,O ,a;pprm.red 
high schools for that yeer, 145j or 22.65 per cent, offered bookkeeping; 75, 
or 11.72 per cent, offered stenography; and 56, or 8.75 per cent, offered book-
keeping and stenography combinea)3 Clevenger made the observation that the course 
in stenograpey was a combination of ;.:-)::ortha:nd and typewriting in the earlier 
bu1letins. 34 It should be noted that Clevencer's study offered no record of the 
number of North Central schools offering bookkeeping in either 1924 or 19,31., 
Frost sent questionnaires to the !forth Central schools in 1924, and 26 cf the 
.36 Worth Central schools replying to his questionnaire were reported. as offering 
commercial work.35 
Clevenger collected the data received from the 38 schools replying to his 
questionnaire into five groups according to the size of the com·m.mity: Group I, 
more than 20,000; Group II, 10,000 to 20,000: Group III, 5,000 to 10,000; Group 
IV, 2,000 to 5,000; Group V, less than 2,000)6 .! SU.'ll'til.arizaticm of the findings 
of Clevengeras study of his questionnaire returned by J~~ schools in the state 
.for the year 19.31, giving the number of schools offering first and second year 
bookkeeping according; to population of the cout"llunity the schqol is 
sented in Schedule II: 
32 Ibid., P• 4.2. 
33 Frost, .QE• .£.!!., p. 18. 
36 Clevenger, ,gp. ill•, p. J7. 
SCHEDULE 11.37 
Group Group Group Group Group 
-L II III -IlL. V 
Total schools 3 7 8 9 11 
1st-year bkpg. J 6 5 7 8 
2nd-ye;;;,r bkpg. 3 .3 2 l 0 
First ... yea.r bookk$eping ranked third among the JS schools fc,r tho nUJ11be1· of ochools 
offering the course, following typEYt.rriting and firnt ... yea1· shor':;huntl. Second-year 
bookkeeping ranked tenth, outranking spilling:, pemaanship, BE1esi:mwship, and 
office practice • .38 Clevenger found that in 1931, more than '7d per cent of the 
pupils 1,:ho took first-year bookkeeping took it Oli t . ',h or 12th grade L3vel, · 
and that more than 50 per cent of the pupilCT vl:to took second-yea:: bookkeeping 
took this course on the 12th grw1e level. 
Clevenger followed ·up his oarlier study by exami:rdng the official records 
of the State Department of Education for the school years 1935-1936~ 1936-19.37, 
1937-1938, and 1938-1939. Schedule III offc~rs a, s.1,;;ir11~r-ication of the :;:mm:ber nf 
schools of'fering each of the business subjects list.oo for each ol: tho foul' years 
studied: 
SCHEDULE III 39 
1935::193§ ;L936-12IJ. l9-.l7:-12Jl;i !938-193:1 
Total Schools 243 332 t:,;~5 500 
Business Law 129 160 2.3.3 306 
Commercial Arithmetic tf), ,,;· 56 1.27 $3 
Business E.~glish 89 136 161} 2/l) 
Shorthand 199 211~ 310 3'76 
Bookkeeping 211 262 351:. 400 
Typewriting 229 305 451 572 
37 Ibid., P• 37 • 
. 39 Ee,rl Clevenger, '"A ]!"our-year Study of the St1~.tus of Commerce in Public 
,;;\:.,i,'-'.<'..D of Oklahoma, 11 Rev:lew of Com:-,1erciru. Education, Oklahoma A & 14 Collego, 
(Febr'1.M-.1.ry, 1940), p .. 10 .. 
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Silvey1 s r1tudy of" the rural high schools of the Sixth Congressional Dlo-
tr.ict in Oklahoma in l9L}l showed 18. 7 por cent of the ochools tabulated in his 
study offering bookkeeping in 1920-21.ll lJ ... 2 per cent in 1925-26, 9. 5 per cent 
1 r. ~ • 19 , 36 ·1 r.:7 7 t . 1· 91. ,.., 1 l l,.O in 1930-31, 4. 7 pt~r cexn, 1:n .35- , a.nu J • per cen · in -1.L-z~ .. In 1936-
19.37, A. O. Cobrin, Profeesor of Business Education at. Colorado St.ate Collef?,e, 
Gr0el~y 1 Colorado, s.u.-pervised survey£:: o:f tho bti.sines.:1 education offerings of the 
antl., Ifont:ucky, ;:lichigrm., ·'iinnei,mta 9 m.ssouri, Ohio, Ponrnwlva:nia, and South Caro-
li:na/i-1 The :results of this survey showed that 90 ner cent of the schools surveyed 
reported that they off'ered bookkeeping, a finding uhich is considernbly greater 
thiin that found by Silvey.. Silveyis study giveti £1 good insight into the rural 
school which continu,3s to comprise the mo.,jor proportion of the Oklahoma accre-
dited senior high Gehooli::i. In his t~tudy, 54 .• 4, pc,r cent of the schoolt1 included 
enrolled :fewer thnn 100 pupils, and 89.0 per cent of the i:whools :reported no 
more than eight teachers in the schooi.4.2 Silvey's study also showG thnt in 
191{-0-1941, 6/,..,. 5 per cent of the schools offering bookkeeping and reported in 
4., his study had no more than 15 pupils enrolled in bookkeeping.·;; 
The stc1.tus and trends of Um courf:101::; in. bookl(eeping in Oklahoma accred:i. ted 
senin:r hi[;{h school/.:] from tho school years 1935-1936, to 1950-1951, inclusive, 
will bo p::r0.m0ntecl in Cha.pt _ .. ...,.:,.n ,,_.3_, this study. 
l.,O 1:Jnlte:r c. Silvey, ?:t~tU5i .2f Buoiness Educntion ·1n !hrr~c1), }ugh SchoolG or 
Ok"le.boma's S:'l.x:th Q,Q.ry1 ressj.onal DJstrict,. Unpublished Mnst,:?.r's '.J.'heEdGj Oklahoma 




The purpose, scope, lirni tro, tions, method, and procedure of this study uere 
stated and outlined in Chapter I. The historical development of bookkeeping in 
the commercial curriculum in the high schools of the United States and Oklahoma 
is reviewed in Chapter II. This chapter presents, discusses, and analyzes the 
findings of the study. 
The data utilized in this study were compiled fro~ the tt.Anplication for 
Accredita.tion° forms submitted by ill senior high schools in Oklahoma. which were 
accredited by the Division of Secondary Education of the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Educa.tion. 
For convenience, the few parochial and Indian schools in the state have been 
classified with the white schools .. The separate schools have been classified 
as Negro schools wherever the distinction has been ma.de. 
All the schools included in. this study have been accredited by the State 
Department of F.duca.tion. Many of these schools have also met the sta...""l.dards for 
accreditation of the North Central .Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
For the -purpose of identif'ying within this study those schools wrJ.ch have met 
the requirements for accreditation by the North Ccmtral Assoclution, the term 
'11North Cent!·al high schoolsn will be used to designate thoae Oklahoma accredited 
senior high schools which -were members of the Worth Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools. The term 11:Non-North Central high schools 11 -will 
be used to refer to Oklahoma accredited senior high schools which were not mem• 
bers of the North Centre1. Association of Colleges .8lld Sc;condRry Schools. 
The Annual High School Bulletin of the Division of Seconda:cy Education of 
the Department of Education states:l ''Subjects not offered for a period o~ two 
1 Annual High School Bulletin, State Department of Education., June, 1950, 
P• 21. 
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years will be dropped from the list.'* This statement refers to the procedure 
established in the state to permit alternating courses in the high schools. For 
example, on page 28 of the Annual High School Bulletin, 2 the subject of book-
keeping is listed as an elective for the school year 1950-1951 and every even year 
thereafter, while shorthand, its alternate, is established as an elect:i.ve for the 
school year 1951-1952 and every odd year thereafter. According to the rule prev-
iously quoted, therefore, a school would receive credit for a course during its 
"off" year. The state inspector for accreditation recoJ!t~ends the school for 
aecredi tation fo.r the nunaber 0£ uni ts which meet the standards, including in his 
report units for subjects which were offered and accredited the previous year 
although not offered in the current year. This study has distinguished between 
the number of schools that have been accredited in bookkeeping by offering the 
course during the ye2r being reported, and the number of schools that have been 
accredited in bookkeeping for having offered the course the trevious year, al-
though not offering the course during the reporting year. Schools that received 
accreditation credit for offering the course durlng the reporting year are 
referred to as "offering" bookkeeping. When a tabulation includes both the 
schools offering bookkeeping during the reporting year and the schools that were 
accredited for offering the course in the previous year, the tabulation will refer 
to nschools receivine accreditation units" in bookkeeping .. 
The schools receiving accreditation units for having offered bookkeeping 
in the year previous to the reporting year have been regarded in this study 
as schools alt0rnating the course with some other subject in the business curric-
ulum. It is possible that all the schools receiving accreditation units in book-
keeping that did not offer the course in the reporting yevr are not alternating 
the course; however. it is believ d that the schools that a.re in this category 
2 1..111g., p. 28. 
will not significantly affect any trends shown in the number of schools alter-
nating the course. 
22 
Extent .Q.t: Of.forings According~ :Number .Q! Schools .. Table I lists the total 
number of schools in the state during the four selocted years and the number of 
schools that offered bookkeeping during those years, and indicates how many of 
the schools were North Central accredited a.rid how many were :Non-North Central. 
The number of schools increa.sed during the five-year period from the school 
year 1935-1936 to the school year 1940-1941, then began decreasing until, in the 
school year 1950-1951, the number of accredited senior high schools in the state 
was 817, or 22 fewer than in 19.35-1936. An examination of the number of cchools 
offering bookkeeping during this era. does not, however, show the same trend* · In 
1935-1936, only 26.1 per cent of the accredited senior high schools in the state 
were offering bookkee~ing, and five years later, in 1940-1941, the percentage of 
schools offering bookkeeping had nearly doubled at 50.8 per cent. 
In 1945-1946, however, right at the end of the war when business activity 
was still at its greatest, the percentage of senior high schools offering book-
keeping dropped to 79.9. This figure is extremely misleading until comparison is 
made with the percentage of schools offering bookkeeping the previous year. In 
19.35-1936, .for example, only 4.1 per cent of th0 schools received accreditation 
uni ts for having offered bookkeeping during the previous ye1-1.r. Evidently during 
that era, a school either offered bookkeeping each year or it di.dntt offer the 
course at all .. In 1940-1<;41, the percentage of aehools receiving accreditation 
units for bookkeeping although not offering the course that ye,'1r was 10.9. In 
1945-1946, the percente.ge of schools receiving unito for accreditation for the 
previous year's coursi:J had increased to 17.J. The total percentages for schools 
receiVing credits for units in bookkeeping, whether off!;;red during the selected 
yee.r or the previous year, showBd that in 1935-1936., J0.2 per cent of the senior 
TABLE I 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF OKLAHOMA ACCREDITED SEHIOR HIGH SCHOOLS RECEIVING UNITS OF CREDIT FOR BOOKKERPING 
DURING THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950•1951, SHOWING WHETHER. THE UNITS \"JERE 
EARNED FOR OFFERING THE COURSE DURING THE LISTED YEAR OR 'l'HE PREVIOUS YEAR., AND WHETHER THE SCHOOL 
WAS NORTH CENTRAL ACCREDITED OR NON-NORTH CENTRAL 
NORTH CENTRAL SCHOOLS NON-NORTH CEJ.\J"TRAL SCHOOLS. · TOTAL SCHOOLS 
School Total Offered Offered in Offered Offered in ,, .- 'Offered Offered.in 
Years Schools this zear :erev. zear this zear Erev. 1..ear ,-.: this zear pre,~. year 
in Oda. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
1935-1936 839 83 9.9 4 0.5 136 16.2 30 3.6 219 26.1 34 4.1 
1940-1941 867 102 11.8 7 0.8 338 39.0 88 10.1 440 50.8 95 10.9 
1945-1946 844 97 11.5 10 1.2 223 26.4 136 16.1 320 37.9 146 17.3 
1950-1951 817 l12 13.7 8 1,0 321 39.3 126 15.4 433 53.0 134 16.4 
This table should be read as follows: In 1935-1936, there were 839 Cklahoma accredited senior high schools; 
83, or 9.9 per cent, of these schools were North Central schools offering bookkeeping; 4, or 0.5 per cent, 
of these schools were North Central schools receiving accreditation units in bookkeeping for offering the 
subject in the year 1934-1935; 136, or 16.2 per cent, of these schools were Non-North Central schools 
offering bookkeeping; and 30, or 3.6 per cent, of these schools were Non-North Central schools receiving 




high schools in the state received units of credit; in 1940-1941, 61.7 par cent; 
and in 1945-191+6,. 55.2 per cent. These figures indicate that although there was 
a decrease in the nu.mber and percentage of schools offering bookkeeping during 
the five-year period fron 194,0-191). to 1945-1946, part of the explanation see::n.s 
to lie in the growing tendency to alternate the course in bookkeeping, offering 
it every second year • 
.Another reason a.d.vanced for the decline :in thE:l ::iercentage of schools offering 
bookkeepi.ng during the five-yPar period from 1940-1941 tci 191~5-1946 was suggested 
to this writer orally by one of the assistant directors of the Division of Secon-
dary Education of the Department of Education, Mr. Floyd Hubba.rd, uho had been 
a school superintendent during that period. Mr. Hubbard r.ta.ted the opinion that 
a need for a. course in bookkeeping was apparent in the year 1945-1946, but the 
very sources of the demand for more bookkeepers we:re calling awe.y the bookkeeping 
teachers by offering selaries well beyond the school syste:;n1 s e.bilj ty to pay. 
These bookkeeping teachers did not retul'n after the war-rush, but found them-
selves in a position to use their experience in more remunerative employment. 
Thus, many schools had to drop the course in bookkeeping because they had no faculty 
membe1· to tea.ch the ecmrse. 
Table I further indicates that the trend that was interrupted by the war 
years has r"'lsum.ed, surpassing its position of 1940-1941, idth 53.0 per cent of 
the schools in the state off.e.ring' bookkeeping in 1950-1951 and another 16 .. 4 per 
cent receiving accreditation units for having offered the ccurse in 1949-1950. 
The data in Table I also show the number and percentage of the ~forth Central 
high schools offering bookkeeping and the number and percentage of the Non-North 
Centre.I high schools offering bookkeeping. From the data included in Table I, 
it can be deteY-mined the.t an average of about 93 per cent of the North Central 
schools that offered bookkeeping during the fifteen-year pe:riod offered it each 
25 
year and only 7 per cent alternated the course; while an average of only 73 per 
cent of the Non-North Central schools offering bookkeeping during the f:i.fteen-year 
period offered bookkeeping each year, the rema.1.ni.ng 27 per cent offering the 
course on an alternating plan. 
The drop in the number of schools offering bookkeeping during the post-war 
school year of 1945-1946 that was noted previously for al.l the schools is not so 
apparent among the North Central high schools .. In 1945-1946, the percentage of 
the schools in the state that were North Central schools offering bookkeeping 
was 11.5. In 1940-1941, the same percentage had been 11.~, indicating a 0.3 per 
cent drop during the five-year interval. The corresponding period among the 
Non-Not-th Central high schools shows a drop of 12.6 per cent, from .39.0 to 26.4 
per cent. It should be noted, however, that the percentage of schools receiving 
accreditation uni ts for having offered bookkeeping during the previous year in-
creased for the North Central high schools from 0.8 per cent to 1.2 per cent, 
bringing the total percentage of lforth Central high schools receiving accredi ta-
tion units in 1940-1941 to 12.6 and in 1945-1946 to 12~7~ This fact indicates 
that the total percentage of North Central high schools receiving accreditation 
units for bookkeeping remained unchanged, which is contrary to the general trend 
during that period. 
Thes~ percentages, however, can be mislea.diug because they are based upon 
the total number of schools in tho state for that particular year., During the 
five-year period from 1940-19/i.l to 1945-1946, the total number of schools dropped 
from 867 to 844, a loss of 23 schools. Table I shows that the total nu.."!lber of 
North Central high schools receiving accreditation units for bookkeeping in 1940-
1941 was 109, while in 1945-1946 the number was 107, or two fewer schools. The 
percentage of schools lost during the five-year period was 2.65 per cent (23. 
867), while the percentage of North Central high schools reoei ving accreditation 
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units in bookkeeping was only 1..8.3 per cent (2 + 109) less at the end of' the sa,11.e 
period .. If the nu.-nber of North Central high schools receiving accreditation 
credit for bookkeeping remains fairly stable while the total number of schools 
in the state upon which the percentages are based decreases, the percentages 
would show an increase although the number of North Central schools receiving 
accreditation units did not increase. 
The total decrease i.n the number of Oklahoma accredited senior high schools 
from the school year 1940-1941 to the school year 1945-194.6 and the decrease in 
the number of North Central high schools offering bookkeeping during the sat~e 
period are not directly comparable. A better comparison could have been made by 
using the figures for the decrease in the total number of North Central high 
schools during the five-year period from 1940-1941 to 191}5-1946.. The compared 
percentages do suggest, however, that the North Central high schools were not as 
seriously affected by the factors that caused the decrease in the nu.'1lber or schools 
during the war and illl!!lediate post-war ·period. Two of the distinguishing features 
of most North Central high schools are that they have greater enrollments than 
the average Non-North Central high schools and that they are located in the more 
densely populated areas of the state .. A serious reduction in the high school 
population might cause some restrictions to an enriched curriculum within the 
North Central high schools, but the genernlly larger enrollinent i.n these schools 
should prevent the withdrawal of basic courses in the cu:rriculum. Another con-
sideration is suggested by the location of the North Central high schools. The 
more densely populated areas can often afford higher salaries to make a ·teaching 
position in a North Central high school attractive; hence, North Central high 
schools may not be so seriously af'fected by teacher shortages within specific 
fields. 
Extent g! Off etlngs According 1Q Typ~Q ot: .~k11,opl,ey. TEi.ble II utilizes the 
same data as Table I, but shows whether the school earning accreditation units 
TABLE II 
NUHBER AND PER Ch'.1''.T OF OKLAHCNA ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS RECEIVING UNITS OF CREDIT FOR BOOKKEEPING 
DURING THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946., AND 1950-1951., SHOWING WHETHER THE UrlITS WERE 
EARNED FOR OFFEJ.UJ\JG THE COURSE DURING THE LISTED YEAR OR THE PREVIOUS YE.AR., AND \iHE'I'HER THE SCHOOL 
ENROLLED WHITE PUPILS OR NEGRO PUPILS 
-----
WHITE SCHOOLS NEGRO SCHOOLS · TOTAL SCHOOLS 
School Total Offered Offered in Offered Offered :ti1- Offered Offered in 
Years Schools this l.ear . c ..E!:ev. ie ar this y_ear . ;erev. ;rear this y_ear ;erev. iear 
in Okla. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. '·.No. P'i."!t. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
1935-1936 8.39 217 25.8 .34 4.1 2 o.J 0 o.o 219 26.1 34 4.1 
1940-1941 867 437 50.5 95 10.9 3 0.3 0 o.o 440 50.8 95 10.9 
1945-1946 844 317 37.6 145 17.1 3 0.3 1 0.2 320 37.9 146 17.3 
1950-1951 817 425 52.0 134 16.4 s 1.0 0 o.o 433 53.0 134 16.4 
This table should be read as follows: In 1935-1936, there were 829 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools; 
217, or 25.8 per cent, of these schools were white schools offering bookkeeping; 34, or 4.1 per cent, of 
these schools were white schools receiving accreditation units in bookkeeping for offering the subject in 
the year 1934-1935; 2., or 0.3 per cent, of these schools were Negro schools offering bookkeeping; and none 
of these schools were Negro schools receiving accreditation units in bookkeeping for offering the subject 




in bookkeeping served white pupils or I'Jegro pupils. Few Negro schools in the 
state offered their pupils a course in bookkeeping. This writer noted when he 
was gathering these data, although he did not tabulate or classify data to sup-
port the observation, that a large proportion of the t~egro schools in the state 
offered more vocational trade and agricultural subjects than any other field of 
study. The pGrcentages given were all based upon the total number of Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schocls. The total number of white Oklahoma accredited 
senior high schools is given in Table III and the total number of Negro Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools is given in Table IV for each of the four years 
tabulated, and significant percentages are presented in those tables. 
Extent of Offering§ sf. Bookkeeping, Typewriting, Busines§ ]&w, General Busi,;_ 
nesa, ~ Business English. Table III gives a comparison of the number of white 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that received accreditation units for the 
business subjects of bookkeeping, typewriting., business law, general business, 
and business English. The percentages given for each of the four selected years 
are based upon the total nu,.~ber of white Oklahoma accredited senior high schools 
in the state for that year. 
The trend in bookkeeping already noted is again revealed in Table !II, 
namely, a two-fold increase in the number of schools receiving accreditation 
units for the course during the five-year period from 1935-1936 to 191.-0-1941, a 
slight decrease in the poast-war year of 1945-1946, and a new surge in 1950-1951 
to the extent that three out of four white Oklahoma ttccr,1dited senior high schools 
in the state received accreditation units for bookkeeping during that year. 
The percentages are based upon changing figures, it must be remembered; there-
fore, part of the percentage of increase is due to a decrease in the base, the 
number of white Oklahoma accredited senior high schools. 
It should be noted that .i.n the five-year period from 19.35-1936 to 1940-1941, 
TABLE III 
rmHBEH !\ED P:£ii CI]JT OF LHI'I'E OKLAHOJ':1A ACCR.}:DITJW .s:unon. HIGF :JGHOOLS lWCBIVll\iG ACCR1WITATIQh; UbIT3 FOH. ',;'HE 
BUSH;K:;s SUB,rGCTS OF B00KIO.•-:£PI!~G, TYPElmITING, BUSIN.i.::.ss LA\,J, GJ£~{[HAL BUSINESS, Aim .Busnrnss EiiGLISH 
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This table should be read as follows: In 1935-1936, there were 78:J white Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools; 251, or 32.1 per cent, of thec;e schools received accreditation units in bookkeeping; 278, or 35.5 
per ce;-::t, of those schools 1·eceived accreditation units in typewriting; 312, or 39.8 per cent, of these 
schools received accreditation units in busineas law; 9, or 1.1 per cent, of these schools received 
accrod:Ltation units in general busincso; and 224, or 28.6 p,;:;r cent, of these schools received accreditatiori. 




the number of schools receiving accreditation units for typewriting increased 
almost two and one-half times--a much larger increase than for the subject of 
bookkeeping. The course in typewriting evidently did not suffer as did book-
keeping during the post-war years, because the number of schools receiving accre-
ditation units for type•,iriting in 194.5-191+6 continued to increase beyond the 191 .. 0-
19.ti-l figure, rather than s':ow a decrease as did bookkeening during that yr:iar. 
The data show that only 15 white schools in the state did not, receive accredita-
tion U-.1'.lits for typewriting in 1950-1::::51. The trend seems to indicate that beth 
bookkeeping and typewriting are being accredited in a larger proportion of the 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools each yea.r, with type1,,:riting nearing the 
uni Versali ty point. No doubt the high percm1tage of schools recei.v:i ng accredi ta-
tion units for both bookkeeping and typewriting cannot be explained by vocational 
use values alone. 
Business law tvas the most popular business subject listed in Table III for 
the school year 1935-1936. Table VI shows, however, that the number of putiils 
enrolled in bookk<,coing and typewriting was greater tban the number enrolled in 
business la.w, although more schools received accreditation units for the latter 
subject. Table III shows that although type1r1riting and bookkeeping uere accre-
dited in twice as many schools in 1940-1911-l as in 1935-1936, the TI'U,_'nber of' ochools 
receiving accreditation units for business law decroased 30 uer cenL 1'he r1um-
ber and percentage of schools recei v:i.ng accreditation uni ts for busines;:i law 
continued to decrease in the five-year interval f.ro:,,1 1940-19,U to 191,5-1946., 1'1ith 
a loss of 29 per cent of the schools that received accreditaticn units for the 
course in 1940-1941. The trend for :f'ewer sehool0 to offer business lv.w <mntinued 
at a lessened pace du.ring the five-year period from 1945-194.6 to 1950-1951- Only 
15 per cent of' the schools that. rec el ved a.ccredi tation uni.ts for business law in 
1945-1946 did not receive accreditation units for the course in 1950-195L Fewer 
schools each year seemed to consider the course in business law as a neces,-:;ary 
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part of the curriculum. 
Table III shows that in 1935-1936 the course in general business was practi-
cally non-existent. During the five-year period from 1935-1936 to 1940-1941, the 
number of' Oklahoma accredited senior high schools receiving accreditation units 
for general business increased five-fold, and the five-ye~r period from 1940-1941 
to 1945-1946 showed nnother five-fold increase. A total increase in the number of 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools receiving accreditatiDn units for general 
business during the ten-year period from 1935-19.36 to 1945-1946 of more than 
twenty-five times the number of schools receiving accreditation units for the 
course at the beginning of the period, vas the amazing record for general busi-
ness as shown in Table III. The five-year peric:0'. 2;:·c·m 194.5-19~.6 to 1950-1951 
showed a.n increase in the number of schools receiving accreditation units for the 
course in general business, but the 41 per cent increase during that period seems 
relatively mild in comparison to its growth during the earlier period. It should 
be·noted_ that the period or greatest growth included the 1,1ar and immediate post-
war period. Although general b'usiness ie listed a.s part of the business curricu-
lum, Guidi:gg Principles .Qf Business Education states:3 "Everyday Business is not 
a. vocational course. It is designed primarily to acquaint pupils with the econom-
ic goods and services which are available for the use of everyone, irrespective 
of his occupation. Emphasis, therefore, must be placod on the personal use 
values." A talk with Mr. Standifer Keas, Director of the Division of Secondary 
Education, disclosed the fact that a te;;.cher's certificate in the field of com-
meroe was not necessary for teaching general business. In fact, :Mr. Keas gave 
the opinion that froquently the com..":lerce teacher with a skill development back-
ground did not have the proper background in economic thought required for the 
correct presentation of the course in general business. Part of the decrease in 
3 Guiding Principles £! Business F..ducation, Di vision of S1:;· : ·tsL:ry Educa-
tion, Oklahoma State Department of Education, 19501 p. 8. 
the offerings in business lau could possibly be explained by the increase in 
general business. General business can give the puril the legal background he 
needs for everyday understandings. 
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Business English decreased in the number of schools receiving accreditation 
units for the course, as evidenced by Table III. The fifteen-year interval 
from 1935-1936 to 1950-1951 showed that about 50 pe.r cent of the number of schools 
receiving accreditation units of credit for the course in business English at 
the beginning of the period received accreditati0n units for the course in 1950-
1951. The greatest µeriod of decrease was during the five-year interval from 
1940-194]. to 1945-1946, the war years, which was the ~eriod of greatest increase 
f'or general business. 
Table XX shows that general business was usually a one unit course, while 
business law and business English were usually one-half' unit courses. The data 
seem to indicate that many schools have discontinued offering the subjects of 
business law and business English in favor of general business. 
Table IV utilizes the same data as did Table III, but presents the data 
for the Negro Oklahoma accredited senior high schools rather than the white 
schools. It should be noted that the number of Negro schools increased 56 per 
cent during the ten-year interval from 1935-1936 to 19!~5-1946, and did not change 
for the five-year period from 1945-1946 to 1950-1951. The number of Negro schools 
receiving accreditation units for business subjects was in most instances only 
a small nroportion of the total nu.'lllber of Negro schools. Approximately 10 per 
eent of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools in the state during the school 
year 1950-1951 were Negro schools. 
The number of Wegro schools receiving accreditation units for bookkeeping 
doubled during the last five-y8ar period from 1945-1946 to 1950-1951, but with 
that increase, only 9 per cent of the ifogro schools recetved accreditation units 
TABlli IV 
NUMBER AND PER C.i:.:XIT OF NEGRO OKLAHOi!IA ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS liliClHVIUG ACCREDITATION UNITS FOii THE 
BUSINESS SUBJECTS OF BOOKKEEPHJG, TYPh1;frU'I'DlG, BUSINESS LAW, GKNERAL BUSilllESS, AND JJUSINESS EIJGLISH 
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This table should be read as follows: In 1935-1936, there v:ere 57 Nee;ro Oklahoma accredited senior hizh 
schools; 2, or 3 .5 per cent, of these schools received u.ccr0ditation units in bookkeeping; 5, or 8~8 per 
cent, of these schools received accreditation ,.1.nits in type1,n~iting; 6, or 10.5 per cent, of these schools 
received accreditation units in business law; none of the schools received accreditation units in either 




for the course. The number of Negro schools that received accreditation units 
for typewriting also doubled during the same period, making the total percentage 
of Negro schools receiving accreditation units for typewriting 39.3--the only 
business subject receiving accreditation units in more than 10 -per cent of the 
Negro schools. The number and percentage of Negro schools receiving accreditation 
units for business law remained fairly constant durj_ng the fi~een-year period, 
a trend which is contrary to th.at sho'Wll for the white schools. 'l'he number of 
schools receiving accreditation units for general business has shown a great 
growth in the Negro schools as it did in the whito schools. The period of great-
est growth, however, seems to have been later in the l'iegro schools than it was in 
the white schools. Business English in the Negro schools seems to have paralleled 
the trend shown for the wbi te schools, al though 'fable IV does not show any Negro 
schools receiving accreditation units for the course in the school year 1935-
1936. The Negro schools receiving accreditation units for the business subjects 
~ere in most cases the largest Negro schools in the stateG Few of the small 
schools offered any business course other than typewriting. 
Table Vis a co~pilation of the data embodied in Tables III and IV. The 
data given in Table IV to show the business curriculum offerings in the Negro 
schools were generally insignificant in affecting the trend~ indicated by the 
business curriculum offerings in the whi ta schools, since so few Negro schools 
offered any business subjects. Since the Negro schools apparently do not affect 
significantly any of the major trends in the business curriculum, except to in-
crease the number of schools not offering business courses, the Negro schools 
and the white schools have been consolidated for the remainder of this study. 
Table V shows that the number of schools receiving accreditation units for the 
subjects of bookkeeping, typewriting,.and general business has increased during the 
fifteen-year period, while the number of schools receiving accreditation units 
TABLE V 
UUli.13ER AlJD PER CbNT OF OKLAHrnlA ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS lillCEIVIHG ACCREDITATIOH UNITS FOR THE 
BUSil'JESS SUBJECTS OF BOOKKEEPING, TYPEtRITil\:G, BUSI.i'JESS LAW, GhNERAL BUSiffESS, AND BUSINESS ENGLISH 
DURING THE SELECTED SCHOOL YEARS OF 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950-1951 
Total 
School Schools BUSHJESS SUBJ""ECTS RECEIVING ACCREDITATION Ul.\JITS 
Years in BookkeeEine',; 'f'aewri tinB I3usine ss Law General Business Business English 
Okla. No. Pct. Ho. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct,. 
1935-1936 S39 25.3 30.2 283 33.7 318 37.9 9 l~O 224 26.7 
1940-1941 667 535 61.7 670 77.3 231 26.6 46 5.3 212 24.4 
1945-1911,6 844 466 55.2 714 84.6 165 19.5 192 22.7 141 16.7 
1950-1951 817 567 69.4 748 91.5 142 17.4 280 34.3 104 12.s 
This table should be read as follows: In 1935-1936, there ·were 839 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools; 
253., or 30.2 per cent, of these schools received accreditation units in bookkeeping; 28.3, or 33.7 per cent, 
of these schools received accreditation units in typewriting; 318, or 37.9 per cent., of these schools re-
ceived accreditation units in business law; 9, or 1.0 per cent, of these schools received accreditation 





for the subjects of business law and business English has decreased during the 
same period. 
Extent 21: Enrollment in ~ Business Subjects 21: Bookkeeping, 'Typewriting, 
Business l&J!, Generel Business, and Business English. Table VI shows enrollment 
figures for the Oklahoma. accredited senior high schools for the four years tabu-
lated in this study, and compares the enrollment figures in the five business 
subjects of bookkeeping, typewriting, business la\v', general businesst and busi-
ness English to the total enrollment for each of these years. One of the reasons 
for the decrease in the number of schools in the year 1945-1946, as shown in Table 
I, is clearly indicated by Table VI--total enrollment dropped approximately 
25 thousand pupils during tha.t :period. Table I also showed a further decrease 
in the nu.'llber of schools for the year 1950-1951, but Table VI shows that enroll-
ment figures increased. This fact indicates that there were fewer, but larger 
schools. Just how much larger the schools were is more clearly shown in Table X. 
1'he trends shown by Table VI closely approximate the same trends indicated 
by Table V. The number of pupils taking bookkeeping in 194.5-1946 was smaller than 
the number of pupils enrolled in this course in 1935-1936, although the number of 
schools offering the course in 191:-5-1946 was 40 per cent larger than the nunber 
of schools offering the course in 19.35-1936. This fact seems to indicate the.t, 
generally speaking, bookkeeping was offered only in the 18.l'ger schools in 1935-
19.36, while in 1945-1946, more of the s!llall schools offered the course. Table XI 
will examine this fact in ,::ore detail .. 
A trend toward an increasing nu.~ber of schools offering the subjects of 
bookkeeping, typewriting, and general business was noted in Table V. In the 
school year 1950-1951, one out of evory eleven high school pupils in the state 
took bookkeeping, one out of three took typewritingt and one out of 20 took gen-
eral business. The contrast between the growth of general business and the other 
business courses included i.n this study is most evident in '!'able VI, for each 
TABLE VI 
Nill-1BEl1. AND PER C1NT OF PUPILS IN 'l'HE OKLAHOJ.1A AGCP.EDITED SEi'HOR HIGH SCHOOLS I!..S\JIWLLED Di THE BUSINESS 
SUBJECTS OF BOOKKEEPrnG, TlTJZhRITINn-, BUSINESS 11\.t-l, Gbh'EH.AL m;snmss, .Al\lD IJUSIKESS EIJGLISH DURnm 
THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-19/+6, AND 1950-1951 
Total No. Enrolled Enrolled Enrolled Enrolled Enrolled 
School of pupils in in in in in 
Years enrolled BookkeeEin~ Typewri t infi Business Law General Busin~ Business Enzl,ish 
in state Humber Pct. Lumber Pct. Number Pct. .number Pct. Numb or Pgt. 
1935-1936 116,336 6,985 6.0 16,141 14.0 4.,352 3.7 652 o.6 3,642 3.1 
1940-1941 120,721 10.,013 8.3 27,039 22.4 4,130 3.4 1.,425 1.2 3.,816 3.1 
1945-1946 95,921 6.,309 6.6 25,774 26.9 1.,308 1.4 3.,118 3.2 1,775 1.8 
1950-1951 100,952 9,055 8.9 31,776 .31.5 1,34$. l.J 4.,953 4.9 1,566 1.5 
This table should be read as follows: In the school year 1935-1936, there were 116,336 pupils enrolled in 
Oklahonia accredited senior high schools; 6,985, or 6.0 per cent, of these were enrolled in a couJ·se in 
bookkr::eping; 16,141, or 14 .O per cent, of these pupils were enrolled in a course in t;vpeV'JTiting;; 4,352, or 
J.7 per cent, of these pupils were enrolled in a course in business law; 652, or 0.6 per cent, of these 
pupils were enrolled in a course in u;eneral business; J,642, or 3.1 per cent, of these pupils were enrolled 
in a course in business English. 
Note: Enrollment figures shown in this table are for all pupils enrolled in the subject, regardless of 
nuruber of units offered. i:,:o distinction is :ri1ade between enrollments in beginning and advanced courses. 
w -.,:z 
of the ether business courses, :including typewriting, suffered from the loss of 
enrollment during the five-year period from 1940-1941 to 1945-1946; yet, the 
enrollment in general business more than doubled during the same period. Table 
VI shows that more pupils took typewriting than all the other business subjects 
togethP,r in each of the four years tabulated in this study. 
Distribution .Qi: SchooJr_f! According 1Q ~ SJ! Organization. Table VII 
shows the number of Oklahoma accredited senior high schools by their type of 
organization during the selected years of 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 
1950-1951. The state accreditation form for 1935-1936 did not provide a space 
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to identify the type of school organization, and all schools ~ere classified as 
having an 8-4 organization, since they all grouped their enrollment figures in 
that manner in accordance with the accreditation form for that year. It should 
be noted that the number of 8-4 tYPe schools has been steadily decreasing since 
1940-1941, with the number of 6-3-3 type schools increasing. The number of 6-2-4 
type schools remained almost constant during the same perid,. Table VII shows a 
definite trend toward the junior high school in the State of Oklahoma. The 
Division of Secondary Education in the State Department of Education has recog-
niz.ed this trend and has recently established more stringent regulations for the 
establishment of a junior high school to prevent a popular notion from weakening 
the educational structure. According to Mr. Floyd Hubbard, one of the assistant 
directors of the Division of Secondary Education, some junior high schools have 
·been established in the past in schools with enrollments too sm.all to nrovide an 
adequate junior high school prograr.i. 
Extent Qt Offerings in Bookkeening According~~ 2t: §~hool Orgapiza-
~. Table VIII utilizes the same data as Table VII, but is restricted to the 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that offer,3d bookkeeping during the 
selected years of this study. A com?arison of the two tables will indicate that 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUT!ON OF OKLAHOi~A ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ORGANIZATION, 
SHOWING THE Nm1BER. AND PER CENT OF SCHOOLS OF EACH TYPE FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-19.36, 
1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950-1951 
Type Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
of 19.35-1936 1940-1941 1945-1946 1950-1951 
School · m.unber Pct. Number Pct. Number Pct. rJumber Pct. 
8-4 *F:39 100.0 712 82.1 675 80.0 591 72.3 
6-2-4 79 9.2 77 9.1 71 8.7 
6-J-3 61 7.0 82 9.7 147 18.0 
7-2-3 2 0.2 2 0.2 2 0.2 
Misc. 13 1.5 a 1.0 6 0.8 
- -
Total 839 100.0 867 100.0 844 100.0 817 100.0 
This table should be read as follows: For the school year 19.35-1936, 839, or 100 per cent, of the Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools were organized on the 8-4 plan; in 1940-1941, 712., or 82.1 per cent, of the 
Oklaho,=a accredited senior hi0h schools 1vere organi6ed on the 8-4 plan; in 1945-1946., 675, tr 80.0 per 
cent, of the Oklahoma accredited senior hi3h schools were organized on the S-4 plan; in 1950-1951., 591, or 
72.3 per cent., of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools were organized on the 8-4 plan. · 
~· In 1935, the .Application for Accreditation form .of the Division of Secondary Education, State 
Department of Education., did not provide a section to classify the type of school.· The form 
assumed the 8-4 type of organization by asking for enrollment figures in that manner. For 
that reason, all schools tabulated in this study for the year 1935-1936 are classified as 8-4. 
~ 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF OKLAH011A ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGK SCHOOLS THAT OFFERED BOOKKEEPING ACCORDING TO TYPE 
OF ORGAlUZATIOJ!(, SHOWING THB NUIJlBER AND PhR CENT OF SCHOOLS OF EACH TYPE FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 
1935~1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950-1951 
Type Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
o:t 1935-1936 1940-1941 1945-1246 .-·~- .--.:.- 1950-1951 
School Number Pct. Number Pot. Humber Pct. Number Pct. 
8-4 il219 100.0 333 75.7 208 65.0 266 61.4 
6-2-4 53 12.0 45 14.1 49 11.3 
6-.3-3 53 12.0. 63 19.7 116 26.8 
7-2-.3 1 o.3 2 o.6 2 Oo5 
Hise. 0 o.o 2 o.6 0 o.o 
-
Total 219 100.0 440 100.0 320 100.0 433 100.0 
This table should be read aa follows: For the school year 1935-1936, 219, or 100.0 per cent, of the Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools that cff6red bookkeeping were organi:.:\ed on the S-4 plan; in 1940-1941, 333, 
or 75.7 per cent., of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that offered bookkeeping were organized on 
tho 8-4 plan; in 1945-1946., 208, or 65.C per cent., of the Oklahoma. accredited senior high schools that 
offered bookkeeping were organized on the 8-4 plan; in 1950-1951., 266., or 61.4 per cent of the Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools that offered bookkeeping were organized on the 8-4 plan. 
i:· In 1935, the Application for l\,Ccreditaticn form of the Division of Secondary Education., State 
Department of·l::ducation., did not provide a section to classify the type of school. The form 
assumed the 8-4 type of organization by asking for enrollment fig11res in that manner. For 
that reason., all schools tabulated ·1n this study for the year 1935-1936 are classified 8-4• 
~ 
0 
a higher pcrcentag;e of the schools that have junior high schools, particulr·rly 
three-year M.gh schools, offered bookkeeping than those school$ on the 8-L., Plan. 
This fa.ct should, of course, be expected since included in the 8-4. tyne schools 
"Were most of the schools too small to offer a commercial course and m.ost of the 
lll'egro schools which, it has already been noted, did not usually offer a course 
in bookkeeping. In 1940-1941, 87 per cent of the 6-.3-3 type schools offered 
bookkeeping; in 1945-1946, 77 per cent; and fn 1950-1951, 79 per centa A drop 
in the number of 6-.3-J type schools offering bookkeeping is indice_ted by these 
figures; but, as pointed out in Table I, the trend to alternate the course and 
offer it every second year did not become pronounced until the year 1945-1946 
and has since.remained. Table VIII shows only the schools offering the course 
dluring the year listed, and disregards the schools alternating the course and 
not offering the subject durjng the selected years. In 1940~1941, 47 per cent of 
the 8-4 type schools offered bookkeeping; in 1945-1946, 31 per cent; and in 1950-
1951, 45 per cent. The sudden drop-off in 1945-1946, and quick recovery in 1950-
1951, seem to indicate that a decrease in the number of pupils enrolled in Okla-
homa accredited senior high ochools affected the 8-4 typo of school more than 
any of the types that included a junior high school. This does not mean that the 
inclusion of a junior high oehool indicates a ~ore stable school community, but 
rather that the school must already be stable before the State Department of 
Education will recognize the addition of a junior high school. 
Extent£! Offerings in Bookk~eping foccording 1Q. the Ynita !£I Which Accre-
~. Table IX shows the number and percentage of Oklahoma accredited senior 
high schools offering bookkeeping during the selected years of this study, and 
the total numbor of units of all subjects for which the schools were accredited. 
It should be noted that the big growth in the number of schools that offered 
bookkeeping during the five-year period from 1935-1936 to 1940-1941 was among 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OP OKLAHOl1A ACCREDITED SEIIJIOR HIGH SCHOOLS THAT OFFERED BOOKKEli.PING ACCORDING TO THE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS FOR \¥HIGH THE SCHOOLS WERE ACCREDITED, SHOWING THE NUI".l:BER AND PER CENT OF SCHOOLS 
IN EACH CATEGORY FOR '!HE SCHOOL YtARS 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950-1951 
Number of units Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
for which 1935-1936 1940-1941 1945-1946 1950-1951 
accredited Number Pct. Number Pct. Number Pct. Number Pct. 
9 to 15i 10 4.6 20 4.6 7 2.2 3 0.7 
16 to 24,\ 
"' 
102 46.6 260 59.l 148 46.2 222 51.3 
25 and over 107 48.B 160 36.3 165 51.6 208 48.0 
-
Total 219 100.0 440 100.0 320 100.0 433 100.0 
This table should be read as follows: For the school year 1935-1936, 10, or 4.6 per cent., of the 219 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools offering bookkeeping were accredited for a total of 9 to 15! units; 
in 1940-1941, 20, or 1~ .• 6 per cent, of the 440 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools offering bookkeeping 
were accredited for a total of 9 to 15! units; in 1945-1946, 7, or 2.2 per cent, of the 320 Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools offering bookkeeping were accredited for a total of 9 to 15! units; in 
1950-1951, 3, or 0.7 per cent, of the 433 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools offering bookkeeping 




the schools that received from 16 to 24-rt units of accredit,ation~ All of the North 
Central schools were included in the 1125 uni ts and over11 group of schools. The 
post-war year of 1945-1946 saw the n25 uni ts and overtt group of schools actually 
increase in the number of schools that offered bookkeeping, while the 16 to 24! 
units group went below the 50 per cent mark. When the number of schools offering 
bookkeeping increased in 1950-1951, the small schools again commanded a larger 
percentage of the schools offering the course. There had been very little varia-
tion between the number of schools offering bookkeeping in the 16 to 24! unit 
group and the 25 and over unit group for many years, as shown by Table IX. The 
Table does show, however, that the number of schools· that offered bookkeeping 
with fewer than 16 units of credit in the school were very few. 
Distribution of Schools Accordini to~ !2f. Enrollment. Table X shows the 
number of Oklahoma accredited senior high schools according to their size by 
enrollment £or the four yf,c•.rs 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 1950-1951.. It 
should be noted that a majority of the senior high schools in Oklahoma had enroll-
ments of less than 100 pupils, and all but a small percentage of the schools had 
enrollments of lass than 500 pupils. In 1940-1941., Oklahoma had its largest 
ochool population for the four years tabulated, and approximately 85 per cent of 
the schools accoMmodating this population enrolled no mere than 200 pupils. 
During the five-year interval from 1940-1941 to 1945-1946, the school popu-
lation decreased 25 thousand pupils, as shown in Table VI. The number of schools 
showing an enrollment of 500 or :more pupils decreased from 27 schools to 18 
schools, or 3.3 per cent. Part of this decrea.se evidently resulted in additional 
schools having an enrollment of 400 to 499 pupils, because that classification 
increased two schools, from 13 to 15. The number of schools with enrollments 
from 300 to .399 pupils decreased from 28 to 19, a loss of 9 schools; the nu.'D.ber 
of schools with enrollments from 200 to 299 pupils decreased from 66 to 39, a 
TABLE X 
NmmEH. MW PER CENT OF OKLAHOtlA ACCREDITED SBNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS DURING THE SCHOOL 
YEARS 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, AND 1950-1951, GIVEN BY SIZE OF ENROLUillNT 
Size Schools for year Schools f'or year Schools for year Schools for year 
of 1-935-19-36 1940-1941 1945-1946 1950-1951 
Enrollmeri.t Number Pct. Nl.un.ber Pct. Number Pct. Number Pct. 
1 to 99 502 59.8 500 57.7 585 69.3 538 65.8 
100 to 199 216 25.7 2.33 27.0 168 19.9 178 21.9 
200 to 299 52 6.2 66 7.6 39 4.6 59 7.2 
300 to 399 31 3.7 28 3.2 19 2.2 11 1.3 
.400 to 499 5 o.6 13 1.5 15 1.8 11 1.3 
500 and over 33 4.0 27 3.0 18 2.2 20 2.5 
- -
Total 839 - 100.0 867 100.0 844 100.0 817 100.0 
This table should be read as follows: For the school year 1935-1936, 502, or 59.8 per cent, of the 839 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils; in 1940-1941, 500, or 57. 7 per cent, 
of the $67 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils; in 1945-1946, 585, or 69.3 
per cent, of the 844 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils; in 1950-1951, 
538, or 65.8 per cent, of the 817 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils. 
t: 
loss of 27 schools; the number of schools with enrollments from 100 to 199 pupils 
decreased from 233 to 168, a loss of 65 schools. The schools renorting enroll-
ments from 1 to 99 pupils increased 85 schools, from 500 to 585. A total of 23 
fewer schools were Oklahoma accredited in 1945-1911-6 than in 1940-1941. 
Table VI also showed that the total enrollment increased in the fi ve-yee.r 
period from 1945-1946 to 1950-1951, yet Table X shows a decrease in the number of 
schools from 844 to 817, a decrease of 27 schools. This fact would seem to indi-
cate larger schools. Table X shows a decrease in the 1- to 99-pupil schools 
from 585 to 538, a total of 47 schools.. The overall decrease during the five 
years would account for 27 fewer schools, leaving 20 schools that must have 
increased their enrollment,. The 100- to 199-pupil schools increased by 10 schools, 
and the 200- to 299-pupil schools increased by 20 schools, while the 300- to 399-
pupil schools decreased by 8 schools, and the 400- to 1+99-pupil schools decreased 
by 4 schools, two of which evidently increased their enrollment above the 500-
pupil figure. The figures do show an increase in schools larger than 100 pupils, 
but the trend seems to indicate also, fewer schools with enrollments in excess 
of 300 pupils, or more schools with enrollments between 100 and 300 pupils. How 
such a trend may affect the extent to which bookkeeping may be offered in the 
future will be examined by comp8ring Table XI to Table X. 
Extent of Offerings in Bookkeeping ~ecording 12 ~ !2f Enrollment. Table 
XI shows the number of Oklahoma. accredited senior high schools that offered 
bookkeeping, classified according to their size of enrollment for the four years 
tabulated in this study. The distribution of the schools that offered book-
keeping in 1935-1936 should be noted. The largest sit?gle group was the 100- to 
199-pupil schools, which contained 33.3 per cent of all the schools offering 
bookkeeping that year. The remaining two-thirds of the schools offering book-
keeping in 1935-1936 were distributed among the rest of the enrollment groups in 
TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF 0:I<LM-fOJ\iA ACCR.tGDI'rt:D SENIQg HIGH SCHOOLS 'fHAT OFFE.t"tED BOOKKI::EPING ACCORDING TO THE 
SIZE OF THE SCHOOL :ti;J\ROLLlVillNT, SHOWING THE NU11BEH. AND PER CBNT OF SCHOOLS IN 1DACH CA'f.~GORY FOR THE 
• SCHOOL YEAR.S 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946., AND 1950-1951 
Size Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
of 1935-1936 1940-19li-l 1945-194~ 1950-1951 
Enrollment Number Pct.· Number Pct. Number Pct. Number ---yet. 
1 to 99 52 23.7 175 39.S 142 44.4 217 50.1 
100 to 199 73 33.3 154 35.0 97 30.3 123 28.h 
200 to 299 34 15.5 54 12.3 36 11.2 55 12.7 
300 to 399 27 12.4 21 1,, .8 ' 14 4.4 10 2.J 
400 to ii-99 2 0.9 11 2.5 14 4.4 10 2.3 
500 and over 31 14.2 25 5.6 17 5.3 18 4.2 
- - - - --·= 
'I'otal 219 100.0 . 440 100.0 320 100.0 !+33 100.0 
This table should be read aEi follows: For the school year 1935-1936, 52, or 23 .7 per cent, of the 219 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that offered bookkeeping enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils; in 1940-
1941, 175, or 39.8 per cent, of the 440 Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that offered bookkeeping 
enrolled from. 1 to 99 pupils; in 1945-1946, 142, or 44.4 per cent, of the 320 Oklahoma accredited senior 
higb schools that offered bookkeeping enrolled from 1 to 99 pupils; in 1950-1951, 217, or 50.1 per cent, 




fairly equal proportions, with the exception of the L~oo- to 4.99-pupil group. 
There -were almost seven thousand pupils who took bookkeeping in 1935-1936, and 
only 63 hundred pupils tock the course in 191..5-1946; y$t, only 219 schools offered 
the course in 1935-1936, while 320 schools offered the course in 1945-1946. Com-
psrl.ng the 1935-1936 figures and the 19/,.5-194.6 figures for the number of schools 
in each classification, shows the following facts: only 10.3 per cent of the 
1- to 99-pupil schools offered bookkeeping in 1935-1936, while 24.3 per cent of 
the same group offered the course in 19~-5-1946, and there were more schools in 
this group in 19Li-5-19Lr6; 3308 per cent of the 100- to 199-pupil schools offered 
bookkeeping in 1935-19.36, while 57.7 per cent of' the same group offered the course 
in 1945-1946; 65.L~ per cent of thf3 200- to 299-pupil schools offered bookkeeping 
in 1935-1936, while 92e.3 per c,:=mt of the sa:.:ne grcup offered the course in 1945-
1946. In each case a higher percer;_tage of the schocls in e.ch group offered book-
keeping in 1945-1946. These pr?-rcentages are valid because an examination of the 
tot.al number of schools in the groups from 1 to 299 pupils for the two years 1935-
1936 and 1945-194h shows that 770 schools came within that classification in 
1935-1936 and 792 schools came within that classification in 1945-191~6, a differ-
ence that would tend to lower the l9Li,5-19Lt6 percentages. Comparing the number 
of schools that offered bookkeeping within those three groups to the total nu.r11ber 
of schools in the three groups shows that 20.6 p,:,;r cent of the schools in the 
three groups offered bookkeepirg in 1935-1936, while JL,. 7 per cent of the schools 
in the san1e three grcups offered bookkeeping in 19,45-1946. This fact shows· that 
more schools with an enrollment of £'ewer than .300 pupils offered bookkeeping in 
1945-19Lf6 tha.n in 1935-1936, although the number o.f schools within those groups 
were approximately the . same. 1'he comparative percentages for the schools in excess 
of JOO-pupil enrol1ruents are nearly identical; ,:',6.9 per cent of the schools in 
this group offered bookkeeping in 1935-1936, and 86.5 per CEcnt of the schools in 
the group offered bookkeeping in 191}5-191:h. However, there were 2.0 per cent 
fewer schools in this category in 1945-1946 than there were in 1935-1936. 
The data for 1950-1951 show tha.t 40.3 per cent of the 1- to 99-pupil schools 
offered bookkeeping, 69.1 per cent of the 100- to 199-punil schools offered bock-
keeping, 9J.2 per cent of the 200- to 299-pupil schools offered bookkeeping, 90.9 
per cent of the 300- to 399-pupil schoolc and the 400- to 499-PU,~,:a f,choolz 
offered bookkeeping, and 90.0 per cent of the schools enrolling, more than 500 
pupils offered bookkeeping. Since more than 90 per cent of all the schools with 
enrollments in excess of 200 punils already offered bookkeeping, any considerable 
increase in the number of schools offering bookkeeping could only be accomplished 
by more of the smaller schools offering the course. 
The figures seem to indicB.te that schools with enrollments in excess of 200 
-pupils had greater op:oortunity for offering a course in bookkeeping than did 
schools enrolling fmver pupils. At least the 200-pupil schools seemed to have 
less difficulty in findlng enough pupils to make the offering of a course -prac-
ticable. In 1950-1951, 87.6 per cent of the Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools enrolled fewer than 200 pupils. If the trend toward fewer schools with 
enrollm(cmts of less than 200 pupils continues, as indicated in Table X, it seems 
possible that the number of schools offering bookkeeping will increase. This 
writer recognizes that the size of enrollment is not the only factor which deter-
mines whether bookkeeping shall or shall not be offered in the school curriculum. 
Since enrollment figures and offerings have m:rralleled one another closely in 
the past, however., it is believed that a general trend can be indicated by 
enrollment figures. 
Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and XV shoi,,r the number of uni ts in bookkeeping fer 
which the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools were accredited according to 
the size of enrollment. Table Xll tabule,tes the data for 1935-1936, T-able XIII 
for 1940-1941, Table XIV for 1945-194.6, and Table XV for 1950-1951. 
TABLE XII 
i\'UtffiER OF OKLAHOHA ACCRH:DITED SEi'UOR HIGH SCHOOLS DUFUHG THE SCHOOL YEAR 1935-1936t SHOHING THE l~U.\-iBlrn OF 
. UNITS OF BOQI(KgTI;PING FOR. tJHICH ACCREDI'l'£D, GIVEN BY SIZE OF Etrno11~.J£NT 
Size Schocls offering bookkeeping Schools offering bookkeeping Did not Total 
of ~his year in ~revious vear Total offer Schools 
En:rolL"'1'!.ent ' l 2:,l. 3 ~- l .Accredited book- in ,.::,c.. 12 2 ~ 2 
-I Unit Unit Units Upits Units Unit1:1 Unit Unit t<Jp, Pct, keeping State 
1 to 99 2 50 0 0 0 0 0 18 70 13e9 432 502 
100 to 199 0 73 0 0 0 0 l 12 86 39.8 130 216 
200 to 299 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 3 37 71.l 15 52 
.300 to 399 0 25 1 1 0 0 0 0 27 87.1 4 31 
400 to 499 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 40.0 3 5 
500 and over 0 2Li, 0 4 l 2 0 0 31 9.3.9 2 33 
'i'otal nuinh3r 2 208 1 5 1 2 l 33 253 ---- 586 839 
Per cent 0.2 24.8 0.1 o·.6 0.1 · 0.2 0.1 4.0 --- 30.1 69.9 100.0 
This table shculd be read as follmrn: For the school year 1935-19.36, in schools with enrollments from 1 to 
99 pur,ils, 2 schools offered f unit of bookkeeping, 50 schools offered 1 unit of bookke-eping, none of' the 
schools offered l·a·, 2, 2§, or 3 units of bookkeeping, no ::Jchool received accrediti:;iticn fort unit of book-
keer1ing ±"or offering the course for the ~chool year 1934-19.35, and lS schools received accreditation for 1 
unit of bookkeeping for offering the course for the school year 1934.,.1935. Sev1t1nty schools were accredited 
for bookkeeping, 432 schools did n.ot offer bookkeeping either year, and a total of 502 schools had enroll-
ments from 1 to 99 pupils. 
to 
TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF OKLAHOrfu'I. ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR 1940-1941, SH01:JUIG 'l'HE UUABER OF 
UNITS OF BOOKKgEPING FOR mucn ACCREDI'l'ED,. GIVEN BY SIZE OF 81\iROLLlJIEl'fT 
Size Schools offering bookkeeping Schools offering bookkee~ing Did not Total 
of' this xear in :12revioµ;:i, :reaJ;: Tot,e,l offer Schools 
Enrollnent .L l 1L 2 2i 3 r~ ·l Accredited book- in 2 2 
Unit Unit JJnits Units VnH,JLVni ts Unit Unit Ifo. Pct._keeping ..State 
l to 99 0 175 0 0 0 0 0 58 233 L,6.6 267 ;oo 
100 to 199 l 153 0 0 0 0 0 29 183 78.5 50 2:3.3 
200 to 299 0 51~ 0 0 0 0 0 ; 59 89.4 7 66 
300 to .399 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 2 23 82.l 5 28 
leOO to 499 0 11 0 0 0 _o 0 1 12 92.3 1 13 
500 and over 0 17 0 4. 1 3 0 0 25 92.6 2 27 
~-,. 
Total number l 4.31 0 4 1 3 0 95 535 ---·-- 332 867 
Per cent Ool t~9. 7 o.o 0.5 0.1 0.3 o.o 11.0 --= 61.7 38.3 100 .. 0 
_.:,., .. ,..... ... ,. "'. ~ .• -s:; ,.,,.,.,~--_ .... .,.,, 
Thi@ table should be read as followo: For the school year 1940-1941, in schools with enrollments from l to 
99 puoils, no schools offered l unit of bookkeeping, 175 schools o.ffered 1 unit of bookkeeping, none of the 
schools c,ffe:red l·b:, 2, 2-h or 3 unit1.1 of bookke;.ping, :no school received accreditation for } unit. of book-
keeping for offering the ccurse for the school yo~.r 19.34-1935, ancl 58 schools roceiv0d accredita.ticn for l 
unit of bookkeeping far offering the course for the school year 19;.f+--1935. Tuo hundred t:1-u.rty-thre\Z) schools 
were accredited fo:I'.' bookkeeping, 267 schools did not. offer bookkeeping either y0t1.r, and a total of 500 









NUMBER OF OKLAHOr,1A ACCRED.l.TED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS DURING THE SCHOOL YE.AR 1945-1946, SHOWING THE NUl'-ffiER OF 
'L'IHTS OF BOOKKEf:PIWG FOR WHICH ACCREDU'ED, GIVEN. BY SIZE OF EWROLLi"LENT 
Size Schools offering bookkeeping Schools offering bookkeeping Did not Total 
of this xear in previous year Total offer Schools 
Enrollment i 1 1,i · 2 2t 3 ~· 1 Accredited book- in 
Unit Unit Units Units Upit~ Units Unit Unit No, Pct. keeping State 
1 to 99 0 140 0 
100 to 199 0 97 O 
200 to 299 0 36 0 
300 to 399 0 14 0 
400 to 499 0 14 0 
500 and over O 12 0 























































Thi s table should be read as follows; For the school year 1945-1946, in schools . with enrollments from l to 
99 pupils, no schools offered t unit of bookkeeping, 140 schools offered 1 unit of bookkeeping, no schools 
offered 1-lt units of bookkeeping, 2 schools offered 2 units of, bookkeeping, none .of' the schools offered ~- or 
3 units of bookkeeping, no school received accreditation fort unit of bookkeeping for offering the course 
for the school year 1944-1945, and 119 schools received accreditntion for 1 'units of bookkeeping for offering 
the course for the schc·ol year 1944.-1945 •.. Two hundred sixty-one schools were accredited :for bookkeeping, 
324 schools did not offer bookkeeping either year, and a total of 585 schools had enrollments from 1 to 99 
pupils. Vt 1--' 
TABLE XV 
NUMBF,R OF OKLAHOMA ACCREDITED SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS DURING THE SCHOOL YE.AR 1950-1951, SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 
UNITS OF BOOKKEEPING- FOR WHICH ACCREi1)ITED, GIVEN DY SIZE OF EUROLLMEIIT 
Size Schools offering bookkeeping Sch,,ols offering bookkeeping Did not Total 
of t~s xear in pr~vious year Total offer Schools 
Enrollment ~,. 1 l1t, 2 2t 3 ~- 1 Accrediteg book- in 
Unit Unit Units Units Units Units Unlt Unit .. .. No. Pct. keeping State 
1 to 99 0 216 0 1 0 0 0 107 324 60.2 214 538 
100 to 199 0 123 0 0 0 0 0 22 145 81.5 3J 178 
200 to 299 0 54 0 1 0 0 0 3 58 98.3 1 59 
300 to 399 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 11100.0 0 11 
400 to 499 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 90.9 l 11 
500 and over 0 13 -2 2 0 1 0 1 19 95.0 1 20 
ddr,n,,.,...,;;u·,:z 
Total number 0 425 2 5 0 1 0 134 567 
.,.. ___ 
250 817 
Per cent o.o 52.1 0 .. 2 o.6 o.o 0.1 o.o 16.4 -- 69.4 .30.6 100.0 
- -~- --- -
This table should be read as follows: For tho school year 1950-1951, in schools with enrollments from 1 to 
99 pupils no schools offered! unit of bookkeeping, 216 schools offered l unit of bookkeeping, no schools 
offered 1}·units of bookkeeping, 1 school offered 2 units of bookkeeping, none of the ochools offered~ or 
3 un.its of bookkeeping, no school received accreditation for} unit or bookk4:Jeping for offerl.ng the course 
for the school year 1949-1950, and 107 schools received accreditation ft,,r l unit of bookkeeping for offering 
the course for the school year 1949-1950. Three hundred twenty-four schools were aoeredited for bookkeeping, 
214 schools did not offer bookkeeping ei.ther year, and a total of 538 schools had enrollments from l to 99 
pupils. 
~ 
These tables clearly show thr:d; for each of the four years n v~st '".lajority 
of the schools offered no more than one unit of bookl<eening. The tables also 
show that the trend to alterna+e the conrse hns incret,sed over the fifteen-
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year snan, a.nd that the trend Fas morA nronounced a!'long the smaller senior h:i.gh 
schools. These tables show that in 1935-1936,. 7J.7 vor cent; in 19l0-1q41, ~0.4 
per cent; in 19/,5-1946, g5.7 per cent:; e.no in 1950-1951, 8516 ner cent of the 
schools not offering bookkeeping enrolled fewer than 100 nunils. 
Each of these tables shows the exact d:i.st:ributlr-n of tlll schools within 
the school enrollment grou~s, whether th0y did or did not offer bookkeening, 
wheth0r they off'erGd the course in the 1'.lrevious year although net offeri :'' it 
dur:tng the yewr renorted, and the rm_,-,h2r o.f units offered by the schools which 
offered bookkeening. Thls din:t:r:ibution heh,s to G'l'!nhas:i?.e the dRta. set forth 
in Table XI, and shows hou the size cf the school, based unon enrollment f:igures, 
he,s affected tho offerings in bookt~eening. 
Extent of Qfferings :i.n l3ook1rne")lng Accordin_g 1.2 Grnd'e ~~ Table XVI 
shows the grade level on which the course or courses in bookkeoning were offered 
by Oklahoma. accredited senior high zchocils dnr5:ng the years 1935-l036, 1cw1-19ll, 
1945-1911-6, and 1950-1951. It sbould be noted that in each of the four years a 
large majority of the schcols offered the course or coursen at e-ithPr the 12th 
frade or a combi nst:icn of thFJ llth anrl 12th grarie level. Combination ~rides, 
such as 11-12, nre fr-cquently set uu to acc:cm:z'.odr:itc a nrogra.•11 for alternating 
the course with some other subject. If the course 'in bookkeord.ng is of+>ered on 
even years, the pu,::.il who graduatr:S in an ev~n year would be ta1dne the course 
on the 12th grade level; however, tho r.unil wh, graduetes the followjnf year 
must take the course at the sa'Ile tiTie, taking it on what ls for him the 11th 
grade level. Very few schools offered the course j_n bookkeeping at the 11th 
grade only, indicating that "!lost schocls bt',lieved thvt bcokt,('i"'lti1nr: should be a 
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TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTIOlJ OF OKLAHOMA A.CCREDI'l'1!"'.D SENIOR .HIGH SCHOOLS 'l'HA'I' O:F'FEHED BOrnf-
KEEPING ACCORDnm TO THE GRADE LEVELS ON WHICH THE COURSE'S WERE OFFERED, snownm 
THE NUMBER Aim PER CENT CF SCHOOLS IU EACH CATEGORY FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-
1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, At'ilD 1950-1951 
Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
Grade J:222-1226 12:11:D-12'=! 12,4~-12{i? 1220-l:221 
Level No, Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No .. Pct. 
9 0 o.o 1 0.2 0 o.o 1 0.2 
10 0 o.o l 0.2 0 o.o 1 0.2 
11 6 2.7 11 2.5 5 1.6 6 l.Ji, 
12 37 17.0 99 22.5 82 25.6 91 21.0 
9 .. 10 1 0.4 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o .. o 
9-10-11 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
9-10-11 ... 12 5 2 • .2 0 o.o 0 o.o 1 0.2 
10-11 3 1.3 2 0.5 2 o.6 0 o.o 
10-11-12 12 5.4 14 3.2 12 •:; "1 ,.,... ( 17 4 .. 0 
11-12 143 65.6 ;301 68.4 206 64.4 290 67.0 
No record 12 5.4 11 2.5 13 4.1 26 6.0 
Total 219 100.0 440 100.0 .320 100.0 43.3 100.0 
'l'Ms table should be read as follows: For tha school year 1935-19.36, no schools 
offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level alone; for the school year 1940-1941, 
l school, or 0.2 per ~ent of the total number of schools offering bookkeeping that 
year, offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level alone; for the school year 194.5-
1946, no schools offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level alone; for the school 
year 1950-1951, 1 school, or 0.2 per cent of the tot.al number of schools offering 
bookkeeping that year, offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level alone. 
terminal course when offered and should be given to the pupils as near to their 
graduation as possible. There were a feu schools in each of the four years 
tabulated that offered the course or courses in combinations which "Were not 
com,:non. In the year 1935-1936, one school offered a one unit course in book-
keeping, alternating the course on the 9th and 10th grade levels. Dur"ing the 
same year, five schools offered bookkeeping in combinations of the 9th through 
the 12th grade: three of them offered only one unit., and evidently permitted 
the pupils to elect the course during any year they were in high school; one 
school offered b.Jo units of bookkeeping, and probably alternated the course for 
each of the two units; and one school offered three units of bookkeeping, prob-
ably alternating the third unit with some other subject. Three schools during 
the sa.rne year offered bookkeeping on a co,nbination of the 10th and 11th grade 
levels, each alternating a one unit course. In 1935-1936, 12 schools offered 
bookkeeping in a combination of the 10th through the 12th grade: one school 
offered three lmits, one school offered 2t units, one school offered 2 units, 
one school offered 1-; units, and the other eight schools offered only one unit. 
In 1940-1941, one school offered one unit of bookkeeping on the 9th grade level, 
one school offered one unit on the 10th grade level, two schools alternated one 
unit courses on the 10th and 11th grede level, and 14 schools offered the course 
in a combination of the 10th through the 12th grade. Three of the schools 
offering bookkeeping in the 10 to 12 grade combination offered 3 units., one school 
offered units, and one school offered 2 units; the remaining 10 schocls 
offered only one unit. In 1945-1946, two schools offered one-unit courses by. 
alternating them on the 10th and 11th grade level, and 13 schools offered book-
keeping from the 10th to the 12th grade. or the schools offering bookkeeping in 
the 10th to 12th g.Nde combination, ti.-ro offered j uni ts, two offered 2f uni ts, 
one offered 2 units, and the remaining eight offered a one unit course. In 
1950-1951, one school offered a one unit course in bookkeeping in the 10th grade, 
one school offered a one unit course that could be taken by a pup:i.l in any grade 
from 9 to 12; and 18 schools offered bookkeeping on the 10th to 12th grade com-
b1.nation. Of the schools offering bookkeeping in the latter combination, one 
school offered 3 units, five schools offered 2 units, two schools offered it 
units, and the remaining 10 schocls offered only one unit of bookkeeping. 
Extent of Offeripgs 1n First-Ye&.r Bookkeeoing Among ~ ~ Centr-?l ~ 
NonwNorth Central Schools According .:tQ. Grade Leve~. Table XVII utilizes the same 
data as did Table XVI, but restricts itself to the grade levels on which the 
first-year course in bookkeeping was offered by Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools during the years 1935-1936, 1940-1941, 1945-1946, and 1950-1951, and 
whether the school was Worth Central or Non-North Central. It should be noted 
that none of the North Central schools offered bookkeeping at the 11th grade 
level alone, except for one school in 1935-1936. It is surprising to note that 
most of the infrequent combinations examined in connection with Table XVI were 
in North Central schools. The :percentage of North Central schools offering book-
keeping on the 12th grade level alone was slightly greB.ter than the percentage 
of North Central schools that offered th~ course on the 11-12 grade level eom-
binatione Most of the schools that offered more than one unit of bookkeeping, 
it should be noted by comparing Table XVII vith Table XVI, offered their courses 
in the 10th to 12th grade combination, rather tt:an the 11th to 12th grade com-
bination. Since it has been determined that almost all of the schools offering 
bookkeeping on the 11-12 grade level combination are alternating the course, it 
should be expected that a larger percentage of the North Central schools would 
offer the course in the 12th grade only, because, as Table I showed, few North 
Central schools alternate the subject of bookkeepinge 
Extent .Qf Offerings in Typewritine, Business !@i, General Business, and 
Business English con;rpareg ~ ~ Extenk Qt Offerings in BookkeeDing. Tables 
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TABLE XVII 
DISTRIBUT'ION OF OKLAHOMA ACCRE:DITED SENIOR HIQH SCHOOLS '.l'HAT OFFEF.ED FIRST-YEAR 
BOOKKEEPING ACCORDING 'l.'O THE GRADE LEVELS ON WHICH THE COURSE WAS OFFERED, 
SHOWING THE Im>mER OF SCHOOLS IN EACH CA'l'F.GORY AND WHETHER THEY WERE HORTH CEN-
TRAL OR WON-MORTH CENTRAL FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 1935-1936., 191~0-1941, 1945-1946, 
AND 1950~1951 
Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year Schools for year 
Grade !2l2.-1936 ;t.,2£t0-19li,l l2'i:2-12,6 1220 .... 1221 
Level lfoD,-ri\J .c . f.1' "" *·~,v, Non ... H.C, · N.C, J:.fon ... N.C. N.C. Non-N,C., IJ .. C. 
9 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 
10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
11 5 1 11 0 5 0 6 0 
12 28 8 79 20 58 24 67 24 
9-10 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9-10-11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9-10-11-12 l 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
10-11 0 3 0 2 l l 0 0 
10-11-12 1 7 2 7 2 6 4 6 
11-12 85 52 235 6.3 144 60 219 70 
No record 10 2 9 1 11 l 25 1 
Total 132 75 337 94 221 92 321 104 
This table should be read a.s follows: For the school year 1935-1936$ no schools 
offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level alone; for the school year 1940-1941, 
1 Non-North Central school of'fered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level nlone; for 
the school year 1945-1946, no schools offered bookkeeping on the 9th grade level 
alone; for the school year 1950-1951, l North Central school offered f'irst-yoer 
bookkeeping only on the 9th grade lavel alone. 
XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI show a cornnarison of the number of accreditation units 
received in the business subjects of typewriting,. business law, general business, 
and business English with the nu'Ilber of accreditation units received in book-
keeping by the Okla.homa accredited senior high schod.s for the years 1935-1936, 
1940-1941, 191-.5-1946, and 1950-1951. Table XVIII tabuh,tes the data for 1935-
19:36, Table XIX Dor 1940-191-.1, 'l'able XX for 1945-191}6, 1.:'.nd Table XXI for 1950-
1951. 
In 1935-1936, 556 schools did not offer typeurit1ng, and 529 of tbese same 
schools did not offer bookkee-ping. Of the schools accredited for typewriting, 
the most common offering was ix to l unit, and the majority of these schools were 
also accredited for ·~ to 1 unit of bookkeeping. In 1940-11:41, the nuc1ber of 
schools that did :not offer typewriting dropped to only 197 schools, most of which 
also did not off er bookkeeping. The most c0Iw11on offering in typeuri ting for 1940-
1941 was also tr to l unit, and 354 of these schools were also accredited for 1t- to 
l unit of bookkeeping. By 19~.5-191~6, the number of schools that did not offer 
typewriting had dropried to only 131 schools, with only three of these being 
accredited for bookkeeping. In 1945-1946 the amount of tY!)ewriting being offered 
had increased so that the most frequent offering was lI? to 2 u.ni ts. Three 
hundred and forty-two of the schools which were accredited for lf to 2 units 
of typewriting were also accredited for it to 1 unit of bookkeeping. In 1950-1951, 
69 schools did not offer typewriting, and none of these offered bookkeeping. 
Most of the schools in 1950-1951 tLat were accredited for typewriting were offering 
from ll to 2 units of the subject, and five schools offered 2} or more units. 
In 1945-1946 e.nd 1950-1951, there were :more schools offering ll to 2 units of 
typewriting with no bookkeeping than there were schools offering·} to 1 unit of 
type-writing with ·l to 1 unit of bookkeeping. In 19.35-1936, only 283 schools were 
accredited for typewriting coi::1pared to 253 schools accredited for bookkeeping, 
TABLE XVIII 
NUMBER OF OKLAlf{HA ACCREDITED SEr!IOR HIGH SCHOOLS DURIWG THE YEAR 1935-19.36, 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF UNITS OF BOOKKEEPHJG FOR l;i!UGH ACCREDITED C0:.1PARED TO 
THE NUMBER OF ACCREDrrATIO!i! UNITS IlJ THE BUSINESS SUBJECTS OF TYPEWRITIHG, 
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This table should be read as follows: For the school year 1935-1936, 529 
schools did not receive accreditation credit in either bookkeeping or typewrit:.. 
ing; 26 schools received !. to 1 unit of bookkeeping \'1ith no units in typewrit-
ing; m:(; ::,"::1c{.·l received 1;J ·\o 2 units of bookkeeping with no units in type-
writing; 50 8chools received l to 1 units of typewriting with no units in 
bookkeeping; 177 schools received ~ to l unit in bookkeeping and i to 1 unit 
in typewriting; 1 school received li to 2 units in bookkeeping and ! to l 
unit in type-writing. A total 0f 5'56 ,,chools received no units in type'lfJriting, 
and 228 f.;chools recei...-ed ~ to l unit in typewriting. 
TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF OKLAHOI1iA ACGlllilHTJ1D SEHIOH IIIGH SCHOOLS DlJflHlG THE YEAR 191}0-1941, 
SHOWING THE HUlIDE.R OF UNITS 01" BOOKKEEPING FOR. tJIIICH ACCREDITED COMPARED '1'0 
THE l'-JUHBER OF ACCREDITATION' UIJI'l'S nr 'l'llli BUSIIJESS SUBJECTS OF TYPEi,1UTHJG, 
BUSUT.ESS LAW., GENii;RAL BUSHJESS, J\IJD BUSHJESS EUGLISH 
Course No .[ to 1 1~ to 2 2-h or more 2 "' 
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and units of unit of units of units of 'l'otal 
units bkpg. blq~g. bkpg. bkpg. 
TYPE~vRITING: 
IJo units 1g6 11 0 0 197 
~ to 1 unit 108 354 0 0 462 
1-k to 2 units 38 162 3 .3 206 "' 
2·1 or more units 0 0 1 1 2 <.;, 
BUSINESS LAW: 
No units 323 312 0 1 636 
!; ... unit 9 213 l+ 3 229 
1 unit 0 2 0 0 2 
GENER.AL BUSINESS: 
r~o UP.its 329 486 2 4 821 
l ·t 2 um. 1 11 0 0 12 
1 unit 2 .30 2 0 34 
1,1 
2 or more units 0 0 0 0 0 
BUSINESS ENGLISH: 
No units 328 322 4 l 655 
i unit 4 196 0 3 203 
1 unit 0 9 0 0 9 
This table should be read as follows: For the school year 1940-1941, 186 
schools did not receive accreditation credit in either bookkeeping or type-
writing; 11 schools received f to 1 unit of bookkeeping ·with no units in 
typewriting; lOS schools received 1 to 1 units of typewriting ,dth no units 
in bookkeeping; 354 schools received 1 to 1 unit in bookkeeping and} to 1 
unit in typewr-lting. A total of 197 schools received no units in typewrlting, 
and 462 schools received ~ to 1 unit in typewriting. · 
TABLE XX 
NUMBER. OF OKLAHOMA ACCREDITED SENIOR HIG.1 SCHOOLS DURING THE YEAR 1945-1946, 
SHO\'.JIHG THE NUMBER OF UNITS OF BOOKKilEPIHG FOU v!HICH ACCREDITED G014PARED TO 
THE NU.f!IBI:i:R OF ACCRhDITATIO!J UNITS IN '!RE BUSINESS SUBJECTS OF TYPEtvRITUJG, 
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This table should be read as follows: For the school year 1945-1946, 128 
schools did not receive a.ccredit,ation credit in either bookkeeping or type-
writing; 2 schools received! ~o 1 unit of bookkeeping with no units in type-
writing; one school received 2~ or more units of bookkeeping with no units in 
typewriting; 82 schools received } to 1 units of typewriting with no units in 
bookkeeping; 113 schools received } to 1 unit in bookkeeping and ! to 1 unit 
in typewriting. A total of 131 schools received no units in typewriting, and 
195 schools received l to 1 unit in typewriting. 
TABLE XXi 
NUMBER OF OKLAHOl:iA ACCREDITED S.t;;NIOft HIGH SCHOOLS DURIIJG THE YEAR 1950-1951_. 
SHQt'JIIJG THE I>JU!1BER OF UNITS OF BOOKKEEPIHG FOR NHICH ACCREDITED CO}'"lPARED TO 
THE NUl'IBER OF ACCREDIT ATIOl'J UIUTS IN THE BUSUIESS SUBJECTS OF TYPElJRITUJG., 
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This table should· be read as follows: For the school year 1950-1951, 69 
schools did not receive accreditation credit in either bookkeeping or type-
writing; 42 schools received ! to 1 units of typewriting with no units in 
bookkeeping; 84 schools received ! to l unit in bookkeeping and } to 1 unit 
in typewriting. A total of 69 schools received no units in typewriting, and 
126 schools reeei ved ~ to 1 unit in typewriting. 
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and the most com.:;'.lon offering with both courses was } to 1 unit. In 1950-1951, 
748 schools were accredited for typewdting compared to 567 schools accredited 
for bookkeeping. 'l'he most common offering in typewritine, however, had increased 
to ll to 2 units, while the most common offering in bookkeeping remained at .; to 
1 unit. Not only do more schools offer typewriting than bookkeeping, but they 
are offering more of' it. 
In 1935-1936, 406 schools offered neither bookkeeping nor business law, 180 
schools were accredited for business law and no bookkeeping, 115 schools were 
accredited for bookkeeping and no business lm,, and only 138 were accredited for 
both. One subject evidently did not establish the need for the other .. In 1940-
1941, however, 323 schools offered neither business lo.w nor bookkeeping. Of the 
remaining schools, only 9 were accredited for business law without bookkeeping, 
31.3 were accredited for bookkeeping without business la,1, and 222 were accredited 
for both. It appears that bookkeeoing 1.,1as considered the more essential of the 
two subjectsv In 1945-19-4.6, the number of schools accredited for business law 
had decreased to 165, 56 of which did :not offer bookkeeping, and 109 of which 
were accredited fer both. In 1950-1951 the number of schools accredited for busi-
ness law was only 142, 30 of which did not offer bookkeeping, and 112 of which 
were accredited for both. In both of the years 1945-191+6 and 1950-1951, a large 
ma.iority of the schools accredited for bookkeeping did not cffer business law., 
In 1935-1936, only 9 schools were accredited for general business, three of 
which did not offer bookkeeping. In 1940-1941, 46 schools were accredited for 
general business, 43 of which were also accredited for bookkeeping. In 1945-1946, 
192 schools were accredited for general business, 52 of 11hich did not offer book-
keeping. It should be noted that the most coimnon offering in general business 
had become a one unit course. In 1950-1951, the number of schools accredited for 
general business hti.d increased to 280 schools, the majority of which were also 
accredited for} to l unit of bookkeeping~ 
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In 1935-1936, 224 schools were accredited for business English, 121, or over 
half of which did not offer bookkeeping. In 1940-1941, the same situation noted 
with business law was evidenced with business English: 212 schools were accre-
dited for a course in business English, and only four of these did not off er . 
bookkeepinge In 1945-1946, the number of schools accredited for business English 
was only 141, 43 of which did not offer bookkeeping, ann in 1950-1951, orily 105 
schools i1ere accredited for business English, 24 cf which did not offer book-
keeping. Both business law and busin.esa English were usually offered for only it 
unit compared with 1 unit of bookkeeping. 
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CHA..P'fER IV 
SUMAARY OF Fll\fDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, Ju1D Hl'!.'C0i1tlENDATIONS 
The nu:rnose of this study, aa set forth in Che.pter I, is to determine from 
official records of the Division of Secondary Education of the State of Oklahoma 
Deparlr:1ent of Education, the present status of the course or courses in book-
keoning in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools with regard to the extent of 
offerings, the grade placement, and the exti:mt of offerings compared to the 
offerings of the businem; courses of tyuewri ting, business law, general business 
and busineoa English. 
The data utilized in this study ware gathered fro..:n the records on i'ilo with 
the Divi&:lion of Secondary Educntion for "the school years 1935-1936, 1940-19l:1., 
1945-1946, and 1950-1951. These data ,mre tabulated and presehted in Chapter III 
of the study. 
FINDINGS 
A summary of the most i•.:iportant findings follows: 
1. The percentage of Oklahoma ttccredit.ed senior high schcols receiving 
accraditatior1 units in bookkeeping increased during the fifteen-year period 
studied from J0.2 r.,er cent of the total number of Oklahoma accredited senior 
high schcJds for the school year 1935-1936 to 69.L ... per cent or the ·t.otal munber 
of Oklahorna accredited senior high schools for the school year 1950-1951, with 
the g:re:,test increase occurring during the five-year period from 1935-1936 to 
1940-1941. The trend to increase was interrupted during the war, a decrease 
being i:ihmm from 61. 7 per cent of the Oklahoma i1ccredi ted senicr high schools 
receiving accreditation unit::; in bookkeeping for the school yce.r 1940-1941 to 
55.2 per cent of. tho Oklahoma accreci:ited senior high schools fort.he school year 
191:.5-1946. 
2. The fluctue.tions noted in the percentHgG of Oklaho,:1a accredited senior 
hi13h schools rocei ving o,ccredi t.ation uni ts in bookkeeping were not so ';:)ronouncod 
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among the North Central high schools. For the school year 1940-1941, the North 
Central schools receiving accreditation uni.ts in bookkeeping were 12.6 per cent 
of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools; for the school year 1945-1946, 
12.7 per cent; and .for the school year 1950-1951, 14.7 per cent. 
J. 'I'he percentage of schools alternating the course in book.1,,:eeµing with 
SO"!l.e other subject increased during the fifteen year period, with no significant 
percentage of difference shown for even or odd years, although the State Denart-
ment or E<lucation recommends bookkeeping as an elective for even years.I The 
exact percentage of increase cannot be determined because it cannot be definitely 
established that all schools receiving accreditation credit for offering the 
course the year previous to the reporting year were actually alternating the 
course, although that would be the most com~on reason. 
4. The percentage of North Central high schools that alternated the course 
in bookkeeping was only a small pro~ortion of the total percentage of schools 
alternating the course during the fifteen-year period studied. 
5. Approximately 10 per cant of the Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools for the school year 1950-1951 were Negro schools. Nine per cent of these 
Negro senior high schools received accreditation units in bookkeeping, com?ared 
to 76.8 per cent of' the white schools. As a. consequence of' this fa.ct, 32.4 per 
cent of the Oklahoma accredited serrl or high schools not offering a course in 
bookkeeping for the school year 1950-1951 were Ne~-ro schools. 'l'he percentage 
of' Negro schools not offering a course in bookkeeping did not affect the total 
uercentage of OklahoJia accredited senior high schools not offering bookkeeping as 
greatly for the school years 1935-1936, l9Le0-1941, and l9/c5-1946, es it did for 
the school year 1950-1951, becau~e a g:e0ater proportion of the whi.": - _ ;:;choolo did 
not off er the course during the ea1 ..;._L::: t' years. 
l Annual High School Bulletin, Division of Secondary Educ~iticn, State 
Department of Education, June 15, 1950, p. 2~. 
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6~ 1'he percent.age of schools receiving accreditation units in t~y;JffHriting 
was gr,~ater than the percentagrei of schools receiving accreditation uni ts in book-
k,Eieping for each of thi9 four years si;1.,;;d:t ed. Only 15 ,:hi te schools did not 
receive accr(Jdita.tion units in ty:1ewritinr; for the school yoar 1950-1951, 1::bile 
169 white schools did not :recehre accred:itation unl ts for booklrneping. 
7. The percentage of' schools receiving accreditation units for a course in 
business lau was greater thrm the percentage receiving accreditation ·units for 
bookkeening at the beginning of the period stud:i.ed in 1935-1936. For th.o Bchool 
year 1950-1951, only 17.L .. per cent of the Oklahoma .stccredited senior high schools 
rece:i.ved accreditation units in business law com;l~r(~d to 69 • .4, per cent receiving 
accredit:5.tion units in bookkeeping. 
8. The percentage of schools receiving accreditation units for the rmb.iect 
of general business increased from 1.0 oer cent of the Oklahoma accr-Jditcd Sfmior 
high schools to 31+.J per cent during the fifteen years revi.ewed in this study. 
Even with this great increase :Ln the percentar;e of schools rece:1 ving accredi ta-
tion uni ts in gsne:rY).l bus:l nesf:l, bookkeeping wr,,s accredited in more than twice as 
many schools for the school yoar 1950-1951 as was the courr:ie in general business. 
9. The percentage of Oklahoma accr,xU ted sen:i.o:r high r:Jchools receiving 
accreditation units ln busines;.:; EngliGh decreased from 26. 7 per cent to 12.g psr 
cent during the fifteen-year interveJ.. li'or the school ysar 1950--1')51, less than 
20 per cent of the number of schools tlw.t r<::cei v0d accredi t.a:ticm w'.li ta in book-
keeping received accreditation unit:J :in businesrJ Ent:;lish, although almost the 
mr.1e nmuber of' schools offer1;:Jd both subjects at the beginning of the period 
studied. 
10. Tho t.ot9l n1E.u.ber of pup::Uf: enrolled in Oklahoma accr.;3dite::'l senior high 
school;; increased by 4,385 during the five~yenr interval from the school year 
1935-1936 to 194.0-1941, to th(; largeGt enroll,nent recorded for any of the four 
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years eY..amined, 120, 721. The number of pu;)ils enrolled decreased by a.Pproxi-
:m.ately 20 per cent dur:i.ng the five-year period from the school year 1940-1941 to 
1945-1946, and showed a slight increase during the next five years until, for the 
school year 1950-1951, the total puri:i.1 enrollment in Oklahoma accredited senior 
high schools was slightly greatGr than one hundred thousand pu-oils. 
11. The percenta;:e of the total nu•nber of pupils enrolled in Oklahoma. 
accredited senior high schools who took bookkeeping uas greatest for the school 
yet:r 1950-1951, being slightly greater than the percentage for the school year 
194,0-1941.. During the five-year period from 1940-1941 to 1945-1946, the percen-
tage of pupils enrolled in a course in book.keeping decreased from 8.3 per cent 
for 194.0-1941 to 6.6 per cent for 1945-1946. Ap".)roxir:iately one out of eleven 
pupils enrolled in Oklahoma Hccredited senior high schools for the ochool yenr 
1950-1951 took a course in bookkeeping. 
12. The percentafe of the total number of punils enrolled in Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools who took typewriting was three to four times 
greater than the percentage of punils who took bookkeeping for each of the four 
years tabulated in this study. For the school year 1950-1951, approximately 
one out of three pupils enrolled in Oklahoma accredited senior high schools took 
a course in typewriting. One reason why the t:.itudy shows' such a large percentage 
of high school pupils taking typewriting is that most of the schools that offered 
typewriting during the school year 1950-1951 offered two years, end the enroll-
. ments were tabulated together in this study. 
lJ. ThG percentage of the total nu.mber of nupils enrolled in Okh:homa. 
accredited senior high schools who took business law and business English decreased 
during the five-year period ~rom the school year 1940-1941 to 1945-1946, and 
re..l'llained at that level for the school year 1950-1951. For the school year 1950-
1951, business la1s.1 enrolled 1..3 per cent and business English enrolled 1.5 per 
cent of the total number of pupils attending Oklahoma accredited senior high schools. 
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14. The percentage of the total number of pupils enrolled in Oklahoma 
accredited senior high schools who took general business increased more than 
eight times during the fifteen-year interval, from 0.6 per cent to 4.9 per cent . 
For the school year 1935-1936, the number of pupils taking general business was 
anproximately 10 per cent of the number of pupils taking bookkeeping; in 1950-
1951, the number of pupils taking general business was more than 50 oer cent of 
the number of pupils taking bookkeepi ng. 
15. The percentage of schools organized on the 8-4 plan decreased during 
the fifteen-year ueriod, and the percentage of ~3-3 type schools correspondingly 
increased during the same period. There were 220 schools for the school year 
1950-1951 offering a junior high program conrpar ed to 142 junior high schools in 
1940-1941. 
16. For the scho0l year 1940-1941, 75.7 per cent of the scho ls offering 
bookkeeping were organized on the 8-4 plan; for 1945-1946, 65. 0 ner cent; and 
for 1950-1951, 61.4 per cent . Corresponding to the decrease in the percentage 
of the 8-4 type schools offering bookkeeping, the percentage of the 6-3- 3 type 
schools offering bookkeeping increased during the same pericd, from 12.0 per 
cent for the school year 1940-1941, to 19.7 per cent for the school year 1945-
1946, and to 26. 8 per cent for the school year 1950-1951. No data were avail-
able to indicate the type or organization for the school year 1935-1936. 
17. The percentages of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools that 
offered bookkeeping were about the same for the schools that were accredited 
for 16 to 24! units and those accredited for 25 or Fore units . Very few schools 
recei ving less than 16 units of credit offered bookkeeping. 
18. Approximately 85 to 90 per cent of the Oklahoma. acer dited senior 
high schools had enrollments of fewer than 200 pupils in each of the four years 
tabulated . 
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19. Approximately 75 per cent of tho Oklahoma accredited senior high 
schools that offered bookkeeping fo:r the school years 191~0-1941, 1945-191t6, and 
1950-1951, enrolled fewer than 200 pupils. Only 8.8 per cent of the schools 
offering bookkeeping for the school year 1950-L 51 ha.d enrollments in excess 
of JOO pupils • · 
20. '!'he most frequent grade level on which first-year bookkee13ing 'HRS 
offered was a combination of the 11th nnd 12th grades, with the 12th grade listed 
most frequently if only one grade was mentioned. 
21. Most of the schools offering more than cne unit o:£ bookkeeping were 
Horth Central achoolE.i and offered bookkeeping courses in combinations from the 
10th to 'the 12th grade. For the school year 1935-1936, two schools offered .3 
units of bookkeeping, one offered 2l units of bookkeep1ng, five schoolG offered 
2 units of bookkeeninr,: 1 one school offered l]r uni ts of' bookkeeping, an.d three 
schools offered i' unit of bookkeeping. For the school yeor 1940-194J., three 
schools offered 3 units of bookkeeping, one offered 2} uni'to of bookkeeping, 
four offered 2 tmits of bookkeeping, and one school offered t unit of bookkeeping. 
Fo:r t.he school year 1945-1946, two schools offered 3 units of bookkeeping, two 
offeroo 2·t~ uni ts or bookkeeping, and three offered 2 units of book.keeping. For 
the school y0ar 1950~1951, one school offered 3 units of bookkeepinf:, five offered 
2 units of' bookkeeping, and two off~red l~- units of bookkeeping. The trend 
indic!!'lted is that fewer schoolei are offering 2} or 3 units of bookkeeping, and 
that no schools are offering one-half unit of bookkeeping. 
22. The most connion offering in bookkeeping for each of the four yea.re 
tabulated in the study uas one unit, 
23. The most common off1c,ring in typeuriting for the school years 1935-1936 
ru-1d 19t,0-19li1 ims one unlt; f'or the school yearo 194.5-1946 and 1950-19.51, it vas 
1·~ to 2 units. 
~· 
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2,(,. The most common offering in business law and busi:rlE3Ss English for each 
of the four years tabulated Has ;- unit~ 
25. The most common offering in gene.ra1 business, beginning with the school 
year 1945-1946, was one unit. 
26 .. The decrease in the -percentage of schools offering business law and 
business English during the five-year n, riod from the school year 194.0-1941 to 
1945-19!t6 directly oaralleled the increase tn the percentage of schools offering 
general business during the sa:me period. 
QQi~f,LOSIONS 
Based on the fh1d:i.ngs summarized for thi::; study, the f'ollowing conclusions 
are drawn _concerning the statmi and trends of' the course in. bookkeeping in the 
Oklahoma accredited senior high schools. 
1.. The percentage of Oklahoma accredited senior high schools recei vi:ng 
accred.i tation uni ts :i.n bookkeeping increased during the fifteen-year period from 
30.2 f'or t.he school year 1935-19.36 to 69.L. for tbe school year 1950-1951. 
Approximately 90 per cent of the Okl1:thoma accredited senior high schools enrolling 
more than 200 pupils for the school year 1950-1951 offered bookkeeping, but more 
than 85 p,.n· cent of the Oklahoma accredited senior high schocls enrolled fewer 
than 200 pnoih~ during the ::mme year. The Annual High School Bulletin st2.tes: · 
In schools with a high sehool enrollment of 100 or :nore, courses 
should not be given for the benefit of less than 15 punilEJ. In schools 
with a high school enrollment of less than 100!2 courses should not be 
given for the benefit of fewer than 10 pupils. 
Enrollments in excess of 200 puplls seem to prov:lde enough pupils· 1:rho des:i.re 
bookkeeping to comply with the foret:oing reco11rnend.ation of' the State Denartuent. 
of Education~ If a trend for a ereator percentage of Okle.homr:\ accrr;di ted sonior 
high schools to off'er bookkeeping is to cont:i.nue, tvo possibilities are suggested: 
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either more small schools with enrollments of' et,rer than 200 pupil:J 'tmst off c,r 
bookkeeping, or a great.er nu,,1.ber of ths ochools in the statG must enroll more 
than 200 nupils. The data seem to iw:Hcate the latter possibility. 
One unit of bookkeeping is generally the fjxtent of the bookkeeping 
being offered by the Oklahoma accredited senior high schools.\ The Annual Ilip;h 
§phos;;! ~ list~'> bookkeening us a one unit course) In the Guidtng J.:tl.D.= 
.t:inlef]_ of f}usin~§§. ~uc@.tigp, the following principle is si:?t forth for book-
keeping: 
Although first-year bockkeeu:i.ng has many vocational vtuue:::, 
fJhould not 11:mcour.3,gE;d to 2eliev0 they can secure jobs a/3 
bookkeepers after one year cf work .. " 
An examination of these data indicates that the State Dena.rtraent of Education 
I 
does Pot regard the course in bookkeeping primarily as a vocaticnal courBo, and 
that it uill continue to recom,nend bookkeeping as a one unit cour1;,e for most 
high schools. With more schools prmridlng a course in general buslness to 
tmp··lemont the course in bookkeeping, it, seems that the current trend in the 
business education curr:lculm1 is to de-emphasize the vocational aspect of the 
busine,c;;;; curriculum in .f nvor of' the socio-economic backf:round that may be deri vod 
from ffuch a program. 
l!"o:r the school yoar 1950-1951, 9.0 per ct~nt of the Negro Oklahoma 
accreditia!l manior high schools rece:hn~d accredi tat.ion uni ts in bookkeepinr:;, and 
~~egro Oklahom,a accredited senior high schools receiving accre-
dit,,;;.ticn units in bookkeeping tlYat year was tuico as gree.t az for any p:reviourc: 
in ~.tudy. \ '!"he r,,Tuctance for the Nc~grc schools to off or a 
cur:idculum ma.y have boen thtJ re1;;nlt of :rocogni tion that '\1hi te collar Ii 
/ 
4 ~ Princn,.Q]-,.?s. of l3usiness E:duc£ition, Division o:r Secondary Education, 
State De;nartment of: Educati,1n, 1950, Po .3. 
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In bookkee1:,:1.ng will in the future (:,mpl:msize the,; Gocio-econonic: b~wke:round of 
society, it seeEN1 pot,si15ls that the course in bookkeeping, as uell as general 
business, will become mar(:! popule,r in tht~ Negro high schools of the state" 
The most common grade lev,e,l on tihich the course in firct-yoa.r book- I 
keeping was offered was either a cort1bination of the 11th and 12th grad0s or the 
alone. This ±"net. seems to indicr1te that most of the school:s comply 




5~ The status ~ma trends ::ihown by this investigotien with regard to the 
extent to whicp bookkeeping has bc?.en offered have not been paralleled by any of 
the other business subjects tabulated in ·this study /;i Typm;rl ttng was offered by 
$ 5 pc::" cent of the Oklahoma a.ccredi ted senior high schools for the school year 
50-1951, while .3L5 pc'<:t' cent of th0 pup:Us enrolled in Oklaho:na accredited senior 
high schooln for the same year took t.yr,<3Hrl ting~ and 8J.2 per cent of the schools 
off'c:,red more t.han 1 unit. Booklrncoing Hl'LS off erod by 69 .I+ I i 
Oklahom.9, acered:i.ted senior high rJchooh1 for the school year 
1950-1951, while 8.9 per cent of the pupilo m1rol1od in Ok:lahon1:1 accredited senior 
high ,schools f'o!' the same year took book1rneping, and 98e6 pr,ir cent of the schools 
no't more than 1 unit. ·· 'l'hr:i porcentaee of r:mhocls 
units in business low decreased fro;a J?.9 pe:r crmt of the 
:::Hmi or h:l r.chool"".; :for the rwhool ye~.r 1935-19.36 to 17 .. 4 
acerod:Jtril o,enior high oc:hcoL, for the school ye,1r 1950-
from 26 .• 7 r::,er cent of' the Oklahcma accrE,di ted ,_,enio:r hie;h 
:1chool1J for the school yeu_r 193'.-1936 to 12.8 pe:r cent of the Okl;'Ohoma accrt~di ted 
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tl:w, school year 1950-1951, whilG the percEmtac;ci o.f 
aecrerU ta.ti en tm:l ts in bookker:1ping iri:.crcaocd from JO .. 2 per cont of t.he 
acc1·c:e1di ted senior high zchoc1s th0 E,chool yenr 1935-1936 to 69.,L:, per 
e0nt of the Okl;::.,..honm accredited ;Jeni or high t:1eho<)ls for th~) i:;chocl year 19 50-1951. 
qTh~ o,Jrcentnge of Oklahoma accrrn::Uted senior high schools ·that, received accrr;;di-
U.1'1i ts for general business has increased from 1. 0 p,cr cent to 311-• 3 per 
cent the :f'ifte1::n-year p1:'!riod of this study, uhile the percentag,} of Okla-
accredited sm'·.ior high :schools that rcc,~ived accreditation units in 
keapinG lms :incroase:d from 30.2 tc 69 .. 4 durine the saHs oericd. The g,,mersJ. tnmd 
:t:n the hv:.s:i:ness eurriculum ha.s been toward more t:::choola offGring businesr; oub-
j\\?c;ts, and bookkeepinc has f'ollowed this trend. 
RECOMMEND A~ 
The following r ,;:;1:-:,. 0,;:1emdat1ons are m:1de to further the utili t;y• value of the 
f'indings determined by thl.s study: 
L A study should be n .. 1.dt:l of the aims and objectivcG, the methods)) and the 
'i:ie:rlbooks mc.x,t co1w1oruy used by the teachers of booklrneping in the Oklahoma 
senior ,2ichool::.1 to ascertain spocificall;y- thE, e:<rtcnt to wh.ich 
th,~ socio-<~conoMie values and vocHtional ve.lues of bookkeeping are being empha-
2. The teach.er rirepe.r:ing for teaching at th3 secondary schocl level in 
frnn:i.or high schools should aequaint h:imr::elf Nith the lim5taticmc for 
vocetional training in the businesG currlculu'.'.1 of Oklahomri accredi t!Kl senior 
3.. "i:he State Department of' TI:rJuc8.tion should inco:rr:,01·~1tc into the Annual 
p1qJet-irb or sonm si:nilnr publication, f;. smrEilB.rization of data 
similar to tho.se cmrployed :in thifl study, in order to ma.i:ncuin a continuoas know-
of the status .:rnd trends of the ontiro oducatio:nal progre.m of tho sto-te. 
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ty ....... -.... ................................................. Dist. No ............................. School.. .................................................. Post Office .......................................... -
APPLICATION FOR HIGH SCHOOL ACCREDITING, 1950-1951 
Copy for 
ty Superintendent 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
PART L GENERAL INFORMATION 
DIVISION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
White-----·········-········-··---
Colored ........ -·············----·····-
'his application is to be filed with the Division of Secondary Education, State Department of Education, State Capitol, 
11oma City, Oklahoma on or before November 15. A copy is to be kept on file in the office of the local superintendent. 
CERTIFICATE OF ACCURACY Please Use Typewriter. 
hereby certify that the Information contained In the following report ls complete and correct. 
D. or St ................................................. Date ............................... . (Please sign here) Superintendent-Principal. 
rlntendent............................................................................................... Principal ···········-············································ ······································-··········· 
c of Board ................................................ Scholastic Enumeration , 1950, .................... Date regular term of school opened ........................... . 
p. tudents received by transfer: Grades ...•........... H. S .... - ........... Are pupils transported to your school? ...................................... ........... . 
Do all teachers hold proper valid Oklahoma teacher certificates for the year 1950-51? ........................................................................... . 
o the principals and superintendent have valid appropriate administrators certificates? ................................................................... . 
ow many teachers hold standard degrees? ................................ How many do not hold degrees? ........................................................... . 
!Are official transcripts and certificates on file for all teaching personnel? ............................................................................................... . 
, ame of librarian: Full time ........................................ Part time ............................ Teacher .................................... O~her ........................... . 
Is library acceptably catalogued? .................... Is accession book kept up-to-date ? ..........................................................................•........... 
Does library have regular charging system showing by whom and when books are withdrawn? .................... returned? ................... . 
Do your records show all units of pupils' work for each year with teachers' marks? ............................. .............................................. . 
Are official transcripts of pupils' work completed in othe r schools on file in the office? ··································································-
:Are credits transferred from other schools properly entered on pupils' permanent records? ................................................... .............. . 
~ re permanent high school records properly safeguarded? ......... ......... Are duplicate and proper supporting r ecords kept? ............... . 
;was an approved Summer School Term held this year? ......................................................................................................................................... . 
Did you have a split term this summer? .................... Number of weeks between split term and fall term ............................................... . 
Number of days school was actually taught (exclusive of days missed for holidays and professional meetings) in 1949-50 ............. , .. 
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19. HIGH SCHOOL PUPIL-TEACHER RATIO 
a . Total number of teachers In the school system. ......... ----
(Account for all high school and elementary teachers, includ-
ing superintendent and principal) 
b. Number of full-time high school teachers ................... ----
(Glve all teachers, Including superintendent and principal, who 
teach only in high school) 
s c. Number of part-time high school teachers .................. ----
-+---11---1----+----1----11-----J----i----11 (Account here for each member, not Included In "b" above, 




d. Full-time equlvalency of part-time high school 
teachers ···································-··········-···································----
(Divide total number or perl<>da taught dally by all part-time 
teachers by the average number or periods taught by all full-
time teachers. Calculate to the first decimal place. ) 







f. What is your pupil-teacher ratlo? .................................... ----
(Dlvlde pupil enrollment, table 17, Col. 1 by 20 "e". In com-
puting Item 20 "f" be sure that your teaching staff and pupil 
enrollments are computed for the same grade; e.g., 9-10-11-12 
or 10-11-12) 
g. State which grades are used in 20 "f" above ............ ---'-
Graduates (last year) High School: Boys ........................................................ Girls ................................................ Total.. ................................. . 
Post Graduates (last year): Boys .................... Girls ................ Total... ..................... Eighth Grade Graduates (last year) ......................... . 
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20. No. High School pupils carrying for graduation 
credit 
a. Fewer than four units ···-··················-··················· ----
b. Four units ................................................................... . 
c. More than 4 but less than 5 units ....... _ ............. ----
d. Five units 
e. More than five units ·······-······································· ----
f. Total High School enrollment ................................ ----
21. No. Units required for graduation 
a. By local school ···················- ······································· ---
b. In college entrance units only ................................ ----
c. In English ···················-··············································· ----
d. In Mathematics ............................................................ ----
e. In American history 
f. In laboratory science ................................................ ----
g; In ·······························-······································ ··· · 
h. In .................................................................................... ----
1. In ···-······························································ ······ ·· ·· ··· 
22. No. High School teachers teaching daily 
a. Fewer than four classes ............................................ ----
b. Four classes ................................................................ ----
c. Five classes ·······················-········································· ----
d. Six classes .................................................................... ----
e. More than six classes ............................................... . 
f. Total No. High School teachers .............................. ---
24. No. High School teachers teaching daily 
a . Fewer than 141 pupils ............... _ .............................. . 
b. 141-150 pupils .............................................................. -
c. 151-160 pupils ···-·· .. ··········-··········-····························· -
d. More than 160 pupils ................................................ -
e. Total No. High School teachers ........................... . 
25. No. Elementary teachers having an Average 
Daily Attendance of 
a. Fewer than 30 pupils ............................................... . 
b. 30-39 pupils ................................................................. . 
c. More than 39 pupils ................................................... . 
d. Total No. Elementary teachers ............................. . 
26. Audio-Visual Program 
a. Equ!J)ment (Indicate no. owned) 
1. 16 mm projector ....................................................... . 
2. 35 mm. comb. filmstrip J)rojector . 
3. 3Y<(x4 slide projector .......................................................... . 
4. Opaque projector ............................... . 
5. Recorders - turntable-- wire-- tape ................ --
6. Radio ............................................... . ................ . 
7. Others ...................................................................................... . 
b. Materials (Indicate no. owned) 
1. l'llmstriJ)s owned ············-········ ............................................ . 
2. 16 mm films owned ........................... . 
3. Records owned ...................................................................... . 
Check : , 
Does your school J)artlclpate In a r egional , 
county , school district film llbrary ? 
Name of person in charge of the audio-visual 
progra1u .......................................................................................... . 
27. Check activities sponsored by school 
a. Clubs (List name of clubs) ............................................ . 
·····························································-·············· ················-········ 
b. Newspaper ................................................................... . 
c. Handbook ..................................................................... . 
d. Student Council ......................................................... . 
e. Annual ........................................................................... . 
28. Does school provide for 
a. Guidance ....................................................................... . 
b. Library instruction ................................................... . 
c. Physical and Health Education ............................. . 
d. School Lunches ......................................................... . 
PROGRESS REPORT 
~3. LIBRARY (Use invoices) 
No. volumes 






















No. llbrary books 
for grades 
TOTAL 

































30. State briefly what 
been done to carry ou 
suggestions and re, 
mendations received · 
the Division of Seco 
Education during the 
year. 
-----·-------- -
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ty........................................................ Dist. No................. School ............................................................ Post Office ·····························-·-·················· 
APPLICATION FOR SCHOOL ACCREDITING, 1950-1951 
White ............................... . 
PABT D. THE ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRA.Jl 
Colored ........................... . 
e improvement of instruction is the ultimate objective of the 1chool improvement program in the elementary school as 
as in the high school. Therefore, this report bas to do with this phase of your school program. It is a part of and muat 
ent in with the Annual Application for Accrediting to the Division of Secondary Education, State Department of Education, 
e Capitol Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on or before November 16, 1960. 
!Are curriculum guides made avaUable to all elementary teachers? 
Is the curriculum guide and other bulletins on instruction being used? ···································································································-····· 
Doe1 the administrative head of the school devote personal attention to supervising and checking Instruction? ............................. . 
rAre teacher1' attendanee resistrars kept at 1chool? .................. ·······················································-············-··············································-······· 
Do teachers enter grades on records before pupil's report cards are iBBued? ···············································-·······-················-··-·····-··········· 
Do teacher• enter grade1 or mark• for dally classwork on their cla1Bbook1 regularI:,T ·······-·-·-··-···-·-······--···-·····················-·····-· 
Do teachen gin 1peetal emphasis to the mastery of study skills 1 ···················································-····························································· 
Does the teacher recognize individual differences of pupils and provide ft>r individual and group teaching? ................................... . 
Does the teacher group pupils and integrate subject matter? ..................................................................................................................... ·-······· 
Does the teacher provide frequent and meaningful reviews on fundamentals? ........................................................................................... . 
Does the teacher provide opportunities for pupils to do critical thinking? 
Does the teacher give definite and 1peclfic tn1truction In the principles of democracy? ·································································-····· 
Is the teaching of music and art correlated with other subjects? .................................................... , ............................................................ . 
Does the teacher provide constructive seat work for the pupils enrolled in the primary grades? ..................................................... . 
Do first year pupils read at least four pre-primers, four primers and five first readers during the first year in school? ............. . 
Do they make use of community resources and materials for the enrichment of learning? ................................................................. . 
Are pupils Instructed in the use of the dictionary? ................................ Reference books? ................................ Library? ........................... . 
Are Audio-Visual aids available for teachers use? ······-··············-····-·········--···-·--·································································-····················-·······-······ 
Do teachers display the pupils work in their rooms? .............................................................................................................................................. . . 
Is a program of health and physical education sponsored for all the pupils? ................................................................................. , ........... . 
Are programs sponsored for the public? ................ Do most of the pupils participate in one or more of these programs? ................... . 
Is a definite program of In-service training for teachers carried on? ........................................................................................................... . 
Are remedial and outside reading programs emphasized? ........................ Is the reading certificate offered by the State Department 
of Education used" ·························································-···················-········-·····················-··-··--········-·················································································· 
Are standardized or some approved form of tests used? ........................................ It so, give the average scores made by each grade. 
1st grade ........................................ 2nd grade ........................................ 3rd grade 
6th grade ........................................ 6th grade ........................................ 7th grade 
4th grade 
8th grade 
Do the pupils and teachers show a proper respect for the United States of America and the flag? ....................................................... . 
Page 2 
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27. The Elementary School Llbl'&l'f: 
NOTE: The invoice and analysis of the library below should be carefully made 
by the pupils with the assistance of the teachers in order that they may become 
acquainted with its contents and classifications. 
A. Present enrollment by grades 
Sets of supplementary readers required ................................................................................. . 
Usable sets of supplementary readers owned ·by school 
. , 
.. 
" 9 ;: .. 
":< <I> 9 






'O "' - " 'O t: :S " 0 .. :, .. " :c ... rZ " 0 rZ 00 E-< r;., 
- ,_ -
4 4 4 1 1 
.. 
1. School has at least two current and usable books per child in average daily attendance ............................................. . 
2. Minimum annual expenditure for books is $1.50 per child in A.D.A. in schools of less ~an 100 A.D.~, provided 
that this may be reduced 25¢ per child for each 100 additional in A.D.A. except that not. less than 75¢ per child 
is to be spent regardless of the size of the school .......................................................................................................................... .. 
3. Books for library are selected with the following factors in mind : (a) Needs of pupils, (b) Interest of pupils, 
(c) Information needed by pupils, (d) Budget allowance, (e) Enrollment, (f) Relationship to course cit study, 
(g) General Reference ............................................... · .................... · ...... _ .." ................. · .................. · .................................... ·· ................. .. 
4. Books are catalogued and available from open shel'Ves .............. ............................ ., ........ : .... : .................... , .............. , ................. .. 
5. Pupils are taught to use dictionary, indexes, and encyclopedias .................. : ........ , ..................................................................... .. 
6. Pupils are taught to take notes and use information ................. _ ................ _ ............................................................................... .. 
7. Library center is provided in each classroom .................................................................................................................................. .. 
8. Library materials are changed frequently to satisfy pupil interest 
School provides intermediate or elementary dict ionaries (one dictionary for every five children) . Give naines or 
titles and state how many are available ................................................... : .......................................................................................... . 
Reference sets and encyclopedias owned by the elementar y school : 
· 1 
"' 
"' i:i :S .. " "' '" ~1ii " UI i:ail 
-
-
Name of Set No. of Vols. Copyright Date Name of Set No. of Vols. Copyright Date 
The elementary school subscribes for the following magazines and newspapers: (Library should have 5 to 20 periodicals.) 
Name of Publications Name of Publications 
B. Answer the following Yes or No: 
An acceptable system of classification used...................... Accession book kept up to date .................... Shelf list.. .......................... Bullet 
rack or file supplied with a selection of at least twelve bulleltins .................... The school will use a State Traveling Library du 
Ing the year .................... Books arranged on the shelves according to subject matter and reading levels ...................... Free readii 
period given at least once each week .... :.~ ............. Encyclopedia kept on . rack, desk or tabie where 1t t~ available for con~enie 
reference........................ Books are equipped with pocket and card .................... A r ecord is kept of books read by each pupil.. ............. . 
The school provides an unabridged dictionary ................................ B:,oks are removed from library after they become worn beyoJ 
use ........................ . 
•••• • ••••••••• •• •• •••••·•••••··••· ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••.o••u••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••I 
(Sign here) Suerintendent- Prtncipal 
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APPLICATION FOR SCHOOL ACCREDITING, 1950-1951 
White 
PA.BT ill SUBJECT0 MA.T'rER FIELD PREPARATION 
·· Colored 
his report is for all individuals who teach in high school a Jd in the element.&17 grades of this school system. It is a part of 
ust be sent in with the annual application for high achoo! accrediting to the Division of Secondary Education. S~te 
rtment of Education, State Capitol, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on or before Nonmber Ii. 
TEACHERS NAME AND ADDRESS Degree Kind 
(Indicate all new teachers or of 
I with an asterisk•) .?fo. hr. Certificate ! 
II. b C 
Example : Susie ·, Mae Smith - - .. 
100 East 20th St. A.B. Life 
I 








~Teachers of General Science sho1dd list all semester hours 
In Chemistry, Biology and Physlca separately. 
.. 
.. 
:HIGH SCHOOL FIELDS 
School and 
Grade State First Field Second Field No. of . 
in which TaU&ht 
! hrs. Teacblni Laat year Name of Name of 1n 
: teachlns Sem. teachlns Sem. Educ. 
field hrs. field hrs. 
d e f g h I j 
Eco 6 
11th Salina, Soc. Sci. Soc 4 12 20 
Kansas Math 
Gov 4 











Teachers "Of Social Studies, should list all semester hours In Government, Economics 
and Sociology separately. Do not Hat the above with History. 
82 
HIGH SCHOOL FIELDS 
School and 
Degree Grade State First Field Second ll'leld Nt>. 
or Kind of In which Taught hn 
TEACHERS NAME 4NI> ADDBBSS No. llr. Certltlcate Teaehlnc Lut :veu N&111e of N-e of l'I (Indicate all new teadlut teachlq s-. '8ulllDc Sem. Edu with an asterisk•) field hrs. field bn. 
a b C d e f g h I j i 
Example : Susie Mae Smith 
Eco 6 
Boe. Sci. 20 100 But 20th St. A.B. Life 11th Sallna, Soc. 4 12 




















26 I i 
An extra flneis oelow flie name or eacn~ tea-cirer - ror nsung rmnr-unn~su·oJec•s. rrc-e rJ-ll.,......Q.:lltir --t rU VJ ~~-\.Q 
large schools, use additional blanks furnished by this Department. 
Check item appllcable to the following schedule: Gds. 7-12 .................... , Gds. 9-12 ................ , Gds. 10-12 .......... ·-······-···· 
"' "' "' "' "' "' a, a, I Period a, U Period "' III Period a, IV Period a, V Period 
., VI Period "' VII Period "' VIII Period a, Total en-ol ol ol ol ol s s ol Teacher's 
I ...... Tl:e -··· 
5 Time 5 Time 5 Time 5 Time 5 Time C) Time C) Time 5 rollment 
Full .E .E .E .5 .E .5 .s .s In all Name .......... to ........ . ......... to ........ .......... tp ........ .......... to .. ·-··· .... - .... to .. ·-··· . ......... to ........ -········to ... - ... 




-----------------1 1---11 1---1 I·-
I 1---11 1---11 I __,, _____ ,_ 
------1--l ---j1----
-"---- -"~~~~~~==~=!:~=~~~~==~~~~~~~=e===cl.=a~~~~ 
32. Size of Class or Section 
I 6 to 10 -·1-~~-~ 116 to 20 21 to 25 ·I 26 to 30 I. 31-~j Over~ I \to> 
Number of Classes _J__ _ _____ ·-- __ _ ___ _ 
========================== 
Number of Pupils in Class 1 to 5 Total Number of Classes 
i 
*Indicate extra-curricular activities for each teacher. CO-OPEAATIYI PUILIININA CO., GUTHRIE, OKLA. 171504 ... 
Page 4 33. PROGRAM OF STUDIES 
84 
No. Grades Number Number No. Grades Number NumJ 
Subject units No. enrolled lnwhlC'h finishing retained Subject units No. enrolled In whiC'h finishing retalt of subject course In course of subject course In cou 
credit This yr. Last yr. ls offered last yr. last yr. credit This Yr. _Last Yr. Is offered last yr. last l 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
English Applied Sclen~ 
English I Voe. Agri. I 
English II Voe. Agrl. II 
English III Voe. Agri. III 
English IV Voe. Agri. IV I 
Public Spkg. Home Ee. I 
Home Ee. II 
Mathematics Home Ee.Ill 
Comp. Math. Home Ee.IV 
Algebra I Mech.Draw. 
-- ------- -
Algebra II D. 0. 
-------
Pl. Geometry Indust'l Artl!. 
I 
S. Geometry Pre-flight 
--· 
Trigonometry T. and I. 
--·--
Arithmetic D. E. 
Social Studies Driver's Educ. 
O. H. & Civics I 
Modern Hist. 
General Hist. Commerce 
Am. Hist. Com. Law I 
A.&M.Hist. Business Eng. I 
English Hist. Bookkeeping I 
Economics Shorthand 
Sociology Typewriting I 





Chemistry Music (Th'y.) 
I -·--- - · 
I 
Phy. Geog. Music (Ap'd.) 
-




Agriculture School accredited for····--·· ·····--·-··············-··-······· units last YE 
C onserva ti on School applying for··· ·······-·······-··········-·············· units this YE 
Health & Phy. Educ. 
Do not write In following spaces 
Length of term in days .................................................................. · ..... 
Foreign Language School inspected by···········-······················-·····--························· ··· ·-·-····· 
Latin I 
Date of inspection .......... ·-······························---··························• 19 .. 
Latin II 
--- Action taken by Board of High School Examiners 
French I 
Date of approval.. ..................... -····················--················-···········• 19 ... 
French II 
Approved for ·-·············-·······························-···············---·····················UE 
Spanish I 





Name of School.~--~------~----~~~------~~~~---Dist. __ ~~-------
Post Office. ______ ~~--------~~--~------~~------------~Wh.lte ____ ~-
Count1, ______ ~~~----~~--~--~~~--~~--~--~~~---0olored _______ _ 
Type of School 
Total Enrollment 
Is bkpg. taught? 
If yes, give units 
No. students bkng. 
Is typing offered? 
If yes, give units 
Ery:ollment, Trning 
Is Com'l Law taught? 
If yes, give units 
Enrollm.ent, Com 11 Law 
Is Gen 11 Bus. taugjlt? 
If yes, give units 
Enrollment, Gen'l Bus. 
Is Bus. Eng. taught? 
If yes, give .units 
Enrollment, Bus. Eng. 
Grade Level, bkpg. 
Is School N.C.? 
No. units accredited 
6-2-4 









































MAS1'ER PUNCHii:JG KEY 
Information 
Schedule Wo. 
White: blank; colored: x; Indian: 2; Parochial: 3. 
Type of school (1950/40x): 8-4: l; 6-2-4: 2; 6.3-.3: 3; 7-2-3: 4; 
do. (1945/35x): Misc.: 5. 
Total enrollment (1950/40x) 
do. (1945/J5x) 
Units bkpg. (1950/11-0x): -?t-1: l; 1i--2: 2; 2@--,3: J. 
do. (1945/.35:ai:) 
Enrollment bkpg. (1950/40x) 
do. (1945/.35x) 
Uni ts tyoing ( 19 50/ 40x) : -!-1: 1; 1}-2: 2; zj--3: .3. 
do. (1945/35-) 
Enrollment type (1950/40x) 
do. (1945/35x) 
Units Law '1950/40x): }: l; 1: 2; l}: J. 
do. (1945/35x) 
Enrollment Law (1950/11.0x) 
do. (1945/35x) 
Units Gen 'l Bus. {1950/40x): ·k: l; 1: 2; 1t: J .. 
do. (1945/35x) 
Enrollment G. B. (1950/40x) 
do. 
Units Bus. Eng. (1950/40x): 1: l; 1: 2; lf: J. 
do. (1945/35x) 
· Enrollment B. E. (1950/40x) 
do. (1945/35x) 
Grade Level, bkpg (1950/40x): 9: l; 10: 2; 11: 3; 12: 4; 9-10-11-
do. {1945/35x) 12: 5; 9-10-11: 6; 9-10: 7, 10-11-
12: 8; 10-11: 9; 11-12: x; n.g.: O. 
Is schooJ. .. N.C.? (1950/40x): Yes: x; No: blank 
do. (1946/35x) 
Units -accred1ted (1950/40x): 0-Si: O; 9-15t: l; 16-241:: 2; 
doe (19/1.5/35x) 25 and over: 3; l\Jot given: x 
Year of' card: 1950-45 bla.nk 
1940-.35 X 
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